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Carolyn Schutt’s impact on my life can not be over stated. She and I had 
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the center proposal. Neither of us had any experience writing proposals, but just 
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around a person. Even simple topical electrodes would easily register the difference. 
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION  
 
 
 

Energy Deposition in the Body from External Sources to Chemically Trigger Cellular 
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Professor Sadik Esener, Co-Chair  
 

 
One of the major challenges of modern chemotherapy is to deliver a 

therapeutic dose of active drug to the tumor tissue without causing systemic exposure. 

The realization of this goal could considerably reduce the negative side effects 

experienced by patients. The work conducted in this thesis looks at two different 

approaches to trigger drug activation with the use of external energy sources. This 
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avoids the challenges of relying solely on biochemical and environmental differences 

as triggers. The two triggers used were low intensity focused ultrasound and 365 nm 

light delivered with a custom designed needle UV LED fiber optic system. Both can 

be localized within the body to spatially highlight just the tumor tissue creating a stark 

differentiation between it and the healthy tissue. 

The 365nm light based delivery scheme developed here was the first 

demonstration of a photoactivatable doxorubicin (DOX) prodrug called DOX-PCB. 

DOX-PCB was shown to be 200 times less toxic than DOX and could be activated to a 

fully therapeutic form upon exposure to 365nm light. The pharmacokinetics showed a 

circulation half life comparable to that of DOX and stability against in vivo metabolic 

degradation. The 365 nm light was shown to adequately irradiate a centimeter of 

tumor tissue and cause localized activation. In vivo tumors exposed to the light had 

significantly higher doses of DOX than unexposed control tumors in the same 

individual. 

The second delivery scheme made use of focused ultrasound to activate 

echogenic drug delivery vehicles. These vehicles were the first demonstration of 

encapsulating microbubbles within liposomes. Specially designed optical equipment 

documented  that the microbubble was ultrasound responsive. The microbubble was 

shown to violently cavitate and rupture the outer liposome membrane releasing the 

payload contents. The three dimensional localization of activation was demonstrated 

in tissue phantoms.  

The strengths of these two delivery schemes could complement each other 

when used together. The delivery vehicle could achieve high doses of DOX-PCB 



 

 xxii

within the tumor while the low toxicity prevents harm to the liver and spleen. The 365 

nm light could then activate just the DOX-PCB found within the tumor itself causing 

localized cell death. 
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Introduction 

Background 

One of the major challenges of modern day pharmaceutical development is the 

reduction of side effects particularly in the case of cancer treatment with 

chemotherapy[1]. Often times the side effects, either transient, such as nausea, or 

permanent such as cardiotoxicity, limit the dose that can be given to a particular 

patient[2-4]. These low dose levels do not always completely eliminate the tumor and 

can lead to the development of drug resistance[5].  

These undesirable side effects result from the administered drugs acting on 

tissues that they are not meant to come in contact with but do as an inventible 

consequence of the systemic dilution [6]. Preventing the exposure of healthy non-

targeted tissue to active chemotherapy agents could reduce side effects and potentially 

allow larger doses of active drug to interact specifically with the tumor. Many 

strategies have been developed to reduce healthy tissue exposure but making them 

truly tumor specific has been difficult. 

 

Strategies involving manipulation of the drug 

Early attempts involved injecting the drugs specifically into the tumor. 

However, the drugs have been shown to have poor penetration to uniformly expose the 

entire target tissue. The drugs were also quickly drained into the lymph system 

causing eventual systemic exposure[7]. 

Drugs have been encapsulated into slow release biodegradable polymers and 

implanted into the tumor region or lesion site, but again there were problems getting a
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 uniform dose to the entire tissue[8]. Additional doses of the drug would require 

additional implantation surgeries. Even with slow release, these drugs are diluted into 

the rest of the body at low but chronic levels.  

Drugs can be chemically modified with targeting ligands to stick preferentially 

in tumor regions and also facilitate endocytosis[9]. One of the challenges is that 

tumors can be biochemically different from patient to patient [10] making selection of 

the correct targeting ligand difficult. There are also a limited number of tumors for 

which this would be truly effective due to the necessity that the tumor ligand 

expression be significantly greater than that of the healthy tissue [11].  

Another approach has developed into an entire field which pursues the concept 

of chemically modifying the drug, by covalently attaching blocking groups, to create 

an inactivated form called a prodrug. This blocking group is designed to reduce the 

toxicity of the drug to all tissues but will be triggered to release active drug when 

inside the tumor region. The success of the prodrug heavily depends on the choice of 

the trigger. The tumor microenvironment of low oxygen levels and low pH has been 

explored as a potential trigger, but these environments often do not provide enough 

contrast from healthy tissue to cause truly tumor specific activation[12]. It has been 

reported that certain tumor tissue types over express enzymes that could be used to 

cleave the bond between the active drug and its blocking group, however this is not 

true for all tumors and there is intertumor variation on how much is produced[13]. An 

additional concern is the wide use of ester bonds as the cleavable link between the 

drug and the blocking group. Endogenous esterases are a clear choice to activate the 

prodrug and many tumors over express esterases[14]. However, these efforts are 
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complicated by the ubiquitous distribution of esterases in vivo especially in the liver, 

kidneys and plasma[15]. These can overwhelm the tumors enzymatic potential and 

cause activation of the majority of the prodrug outside the tumor. 

 

Strategies involving drug delivery vehicles 

Instead of chemically modifying the drug, the field of drug delivery looks to 

physically encapsulate the active drug within a carrier. This encapsulated drug is 

prevented from interacting with healthy tissue during circulation. The goal is to design 

the vehicle to release drug only inside the tumor. Some examples include Abraxane 

for delivery of paclitaxel and liposomal Doxil for doxorubicin[16, 17]. These rely on 

passive accumulation in the tumor tissue and then slow release of the drug. The 

challenge here is the vehicle’s inevitable accumulation and resulting toxicity in 

healthy tissue[18] especially the liver and the spleen which are designed to remove 

foreign particles from circulation [19, 20]. Targeting the vehicles to the tumor tissue 

runs into the same specificity troubles as described above for the drugs[20]. It can help 

accumulate a higher therapeutic dose in the tumor than would otherwise occur [21] but 

the vast majority of the delivery vehicles never enter the tumor vasculature before they 

are eliminated from circulation [20, 21]. Increasing circulation half life by introducing 

various surface chemistries, such as use polyethylene glycol [22] only prolongs the 

inevitable liver accumulation [22, 23].  
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Common Challenges of Prodrugs and Drug Delivery Vehicles 

The major difficulty with all the strategies described above is the ability to 

clearly differentiate the tumor tissue from the healthy tissue in a way that can be 

universally applied to different patients. This is an inherent problem with cancer. The 

tumor is derived from healthy tissue which through a series of mutations has changed 

to have uncontrolled expansion properties. The biochemistry of the tumor is not 

dramatically different from the original healthy tissue or from the liver. This lack of 

contrast makes it difficult to target and treat just the tumor cells without affecting the 

systemic healthy tissue.  

 

Addressing the challenges  

To obtain true tissue specificity for drug interactions the tumor must have a 

property that is truly unique from other tissues in the body. These properties do not 

necessarily have to be inherent to the tumor itself but can be properties that are 

externally applied to artificially highlight just the tissue region of interest. If the 

prodrug or delivery vehicle can be designed to respond to just these artificial triggers 

then the amount of non-specific activation in non-targeted tissues can be significantly 

reduced.  

Two types of external triggers are considered in this thesis. The first is the use 

of 365nm light administered to the tissue of choice using LED technology or fiber 

optics. A photoactivatable prodrug of doxorubicin was developed to be activated by 

this method. The second is the use of focused ultrasound to activate a drug delivery 

vehicle. The focal spot of the ultrasound can be quite small and focused to deep 
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internal tissue from sources outside the body. A novel echogenic nested liposome drug 

delivery vehicle was developed to explode when exposed to this type of ultrasound. 

The 365 nm light and the focused ultrasound are two modalities that highlight the 

tumor tissue in a unique way that is not seen anywhere else in the body to ensure 

tumor specificity.  

The advantages of both approaches can complement each other when used 

together. The drug delivery vehicle can help accumulate higher doses of the prodrug 

than could be achieved by systemic injection, and the reduced toxicity of the prodrug 

helps avoid liver and spleen damage through vehicle clearance. The use of the 365 nm 

light makes sure that only the prodrug accumulated in the tumor is activated to the 

toxic form. 
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Thesis Organization 

This thesis is organized into five chapters. 

Chapter 1 - Looks at the design, synthesis, and biological effects of a 

photoactivatible doxorubicin chemotherapy prodrug (DOX-PCB). This has been 

published in the journal Pharmaceutical Research. 

Chapter 2 - Considers the in vivo biodistribution, stability, and the feasibility 

of activation of the DOX-PCB prodrug in actual biological tissue. A manuscript of this 

work is currently being prepared for publication. 

Chapter 3 - Demonstrates the manufacturing, stability, and ultrasound 

activatibilty of a liposome drug deliver vehicle which contains an internal microbubble 

(SHERPA). This has been published in the Journal of Controlled Release 

Chapter 4 - Demonstrates the effects of microbubble cavitation over the 

surface of the cell membrane using a novel method of targeted fluorescent liposome 

removal. A manuscript of this work is currently being prepared for publication. 

Chapter 5 - Documents the custom design of the instrumentation required to 

observe membrane and cellular interactions of the echogenic drug delivery vehicles 

when exposed to focused ultrasound. This work is currently being submitted for 

publication. 
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Chapter 1 
 

 
A Novel Doxorubicin Prodrug with Controllable Photolysis Activation for 

Cancer Chemotherapy 
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Abstract 

Doxorubicin (DOX) is a very effective anticancer agent. However, in its pure 

form its application is limited by significant cardiotoxic side effects. The purpose of 

this study was to develop a controllably activatable chemotherapy prodrug of DOX 

created by blocking its free amine group with a biotinylated photocleavable blocking 

group (PCB). An n-hydroxy succunamide protecting group on the PCB allowed 

selective binding at the DOX active amine group. The PCB included an ortho-

nitrophenyl group for photo cleavability and a water soluble glycol spacer arm ending 

in a biotin group for enhanced membrane interaction.  This novel DOX-PCB prodrug 

had a 200 fold decrease in cytotoxicity compared to free DOX and could release active 

DOX upon exposure to UV light at 350 nm. Unlike DOX, DOX-PCB stayed in the 

cell cytoplasm, did not enter the nucleus, and did not stain the exposed DNA during 

mitosis. Human liver microsome incubation with DOX-PCB indicated stability against 

liver metabolic breakdown. The development of the DOX-PCB prodrug demonstrates 

the possibility of using light as a method of prodrug activation in deep internal tissues 

without relying on inherent physical or biochemical differences between the tumor and 

healthy tissue for use as the trigger. 

 

Introduction  

Doxorubicin (DOX) is an effective antitumor antibiotic that is used extensively 

in the treatment of different human cancers including breast cancer, soft tissue 

sarcomas, and Hodgkin’s and non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas [2, 24]. Although it is one of 
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the more potent chemotherapy agents known, its clinical application is limited by its 

harmful side effects, the most significant of which is its cardiotoxicity which can lead 

to cardiomyopathy and congestive heart failure [2-4].   

Considerable work has been undertaken to chemically modify DOX and other 

chemotherapy agents with the goal of reducing their systemic toxicity. One such route 

is to create prodrugs which exhibit reduced toxicity to healthy tissue and can be 

transformed into pharmacologically active agents specifically within the tumor region. 

[4, 25, 26]. Several designs have taken advantage of environmental differences 

between the tumor tissue and normal tissue, such as hypoxia or low pH, to trigger the 

prodrug transformation [27, 28]. Some prodrugs have been designed to be activated by 

enzymes that are secreted by the tumor tissue at higher levels than elsewhere in the 

body [29-31]. The degree of tumor specificity for prodrug activation in these cases 

depends upon the degree of difference between the tumor tissue and the healthy tissue 

with respect to these parameters.  

Some prodrug designs focus on tumor specific antigens that are expressed on 

the surface of the tumor cells. Attaching antibodies to the chemotherapy agents that 

are specific for those antigens excludes the agent from nontargeted healthy cells. The 

transformation of the agent is triggered upon antibody/antigen binding and 

internalization into the cell, usually triggered by the low pH of the intracellular 

endosome environment[32]. These strategies can achieve higher degrees of tumor 

specific prodrug activation with increasing amounts of knowledge about the internal 

environment and the surface antigens specific to a certain tumor. However, tumor cells 

are not homogenous in their gene expression [33]. This makes targeting every single 
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cell difficult. They are also not homogenous in their physical location relative to the 

tumor’s hypoxic or low pH zones. Some cells can be difficult to reach, especially with 

bulky prodrugs, due to poor circulation networks within the tumor tissue. This requires 

that the prodrug be activated to a very potent drug which can affect cells in the general 

region of activation. 

Instead of relying on inherent differences between the tumor and the healthy 

tissue to activate prodrugs it is possible to modify the tumor environment and take 

advantage of those artificial changes to differentiate the tumor region from the rest of 

the body. One method is to administer therapeutic ionizing radiation and use the small 

amount of reducing chemical species that can be created through water lysis. These 

extra reducing species could theoretically fill the role of reducing enzymes in the 

activation of the prodrug as long as the cleavable linker is sensitive enough to respond 

to small amounts of the active species produced [34]. Work has also been done to 

demonstrate the feasibility of covalently attaching photoliable blocking groups to 

paclitaxel with the capability of releasing paclitaxel upon light exposure [35]. 

However, the biological consequences of attaching the blocking group and the activity 

of the released paclitaxel have not been studied. 

Another method is to use non-human enzymes to activate the prodrug. This 

reduces the possibility of any undesired prodrug activation outside the desired region 

as long as the enzyme itself, or the gene encoding for the enzyme, can be delivered to 

the tumor tissue specifically [36, 37]. 

From previous work in this field a few prodrug properties can be identified for 

use in maximizing the effectiveness of the prodrug. It is desirable that the prodrug be a 
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modified version of a potent chemotherapy drug and have greatly reduced toxicity 

compared to the drug itself. The use of a trigger source which is external to the body 

and localized specifically to the tumor tissue of interest avoids relying on inherent 

properties of the tumor to differentiate it from normal tissue. The ability of the prodrug 

to enter cells and maintain its prodrug properties is important to allow time for the 

circulating prodrug to clear from the system. This ensures only the prodrug that 

entered the targeted cells is trigged by the external source. Once triggered to activate, 

the prodrug should release the drug in its intact and pharmacologically active form.  

The aim of this study was to design a prodrug that possess these desirable 

properties. The final design was a caged form of DOX created by blocking its free 

amine group with a biotinylated photocleavable blocking group (PCB) [38]. This 

novel DOX-PCB prodrug can be activated upon exposure to UV at 350 nm to release 

intact DOX. The photocleavable properties come from the incorporation of an o-

nitrophenyl group [39]. UV administered to the tissue region of choice, possibly by 

use of fiber optics or miniature UV light emitting diodes, could trigger active DOX 

release from the DOX-PCB prodrug specifically in this region.  

The introduction of UV radiation to the deep internal tissues through the use of 

implanted fiber optics or UV light emitting diodes would create a significant and 

controllable difference between the tumor and the healthy tissue. The only significant 

source of UV in the deep internal tissues of the body would be the delivered UV, since 

only 1% of 360 nm UV is transmitted through 1 mm of human skin due to melanin 

content [40]. The 350 nm light has significant penetration through tissue that does not 

contain melanin with minimal absorption [41]. The 350 nm light also has minimal 
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absorption by DNA [42]. The use of UV photocleavable prodrugs, such as DOX-PCB, 

could allow for activation of the prodrug just in the UV exposed deep tissue region. A 

higher degree of spatial and temporal control could be achieved this way rather than 

relying solely on inherent differences between the tumor and the healthy tissue to act 

as the trigger. The effective spatial range of the UV dose, and subsequent active DOX 

release, in the tissue can be manipulated by adjusting intensity, duration of exposure, 

and the placement of the UV diode or fiber optic. The scattering properties of the 

tissue would help ensure a uniform exposure of the entire region of interest. The 

timing of the administration of the UV dose can also be controlled to occur when 

DOX-PCB reaches its most concentrated levels in the tumor region. In this continuing 

investigation we have demonstrated the feasibility of this approach. 

 

 Materials and Methods 

Materials 

Doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX) was obtained from Qventas (Branford, CT , 

USA) and Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). Water soluble photocleavable biotin–NHS 

(PCB) was purchased from Ambergen (Watertown, MA, USA). The components of 

the synthesis buffer, NaCHO3 and NaOH, were from EMD (San Diego, CA, USA). 

The NADPH regeneration system was purchased from BD Biosciences (San Jose, CA, 

USA). The human liver microsomes, and the TOX2 in Vitro Toxicology XTT Assay 

Kit were both purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). The DMEM cell culture 

media and the trypsin were purchased from Mediatech Inc (Manassas, VA, USA). The 

penicillin-streptomycin used in the DMEM medias, the advanced MEM Media, and 
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the DMEM Media without phenol red were purchased from Gibco (Invitrogen, Grand 

Island, NY, USA). The fetal bovine serum used in the DMEM media solutions was 

purchased from Hyclone (Logan, UT, USA). HPLC grade acetonitrile and methanol 

were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fairlawn, NJ, USA). The methanol-d4 and 

deuterated dimethlyl sulfoxide (DMSO-d6) were purchased from Cambridge Isotope 

Laboratories Inc. (Andover, MA, USA). The preparative thin layer silica gel liquid 

chromatography plates were purchased from Merck. The water used was first filtered 

with the Milli-Q Plus System (Millipore Corporation, Bedford, USA). The cell line 

used for the cytotoxicity studies was the human lung cancer cell line A549 purchased 

from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) (Manassas, VA, USA). The 

PTK2 (Potorous tridactylus) kidney epithelial cell line was originally purchased from 

the ATCC and kindly provided by the Beckman Laser Institute (UC Irvine, CA). 

 

Conjugation of DOX to PCB 

DOX was dissolved in water to a 1.2 µM concentration. A 0.1M 

NaCHO3/NaOH buffer at pH 9.3 was added to the DOX solution to bring the total pH 

to 9.0. The DOX/buffer solution was then added to 1 mg (1.2 µmoles) of dry water 

soluble photocleavable biotin (PCB) in a 1:1 molar ratio. The reaction was stirred 

vigorously with a magnetic Teflon-coated stir bar for 30 min. The DOX-PCB prodrug 

product precipitated out. The nearly colorless supernatant was removed and the 

precipitate was dissolved in DMSO. The synthetic scheme is shown in Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1 – Synthesis scheme for DOX-PCB 
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Purification of DOX-PCB 

Purification was done by preparative thin layer liquid chromatography using a 

silica gel on a small scale for initial characterization. Later an HPLC semiprep 

purification was used to obtain larger amounts of DOX-PCB at a higher degree of 

purity for cell culture work and the DOX-PCB UV stability study. The purification of 

DOX-PCB in DMSO was done on an Agilent 1200 Series LC (Santa Clara, CA, USA) 

with a Luna 5u C-18(2) 100A column (250mm x 15 mm, with a 5µm bore size) 

(Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA). Solution A was 100% water and solution B was 

100% MeOH. B was increased from 10-100% over 20 min with a flow rate of 

50µL/min. Two isomeric forms of DOX-PCB were observed to separate slightly from 

each other on the column and were collected together in the same sample. The two 

isomers were also collected separately from one another and no differences in 

cytotoxicity between the two forms was observed. The overall yield of pure DOX-

PCB was 70%. 

 

Characterization 

The DOX-PCB compound was characterized by high resolution mass 

spectrometry, HPLC/ mass spectrometry, and a UV absorption spectral analysis. 

High resolution mass spectrometry was preformed on a Thermo Scientific 

LTQ Orbitrap XL mass spectrometer with electrospray ionization source (Milford, 

MA, USA). The sample of purified DOX-PCB was dissolved in a mixture of 

DMSO/water (20/80, v/v).  
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The HPLC/mass spectrometry analysis was preformed on a Thermo Finnigan 

LCQdeca mass spectrometer (Milford, MA, USA) using a Magic C-18 column 

(1.0mm×150mm) (Michrom BioResources, Auburn, CA). Solution A was 2.5% 

MeOH in water and Solution B was 100% MeOH. B was increased from 10- 95% 

over 20 min and then held at 95% for 5 min. The flow rate was 50µL/min. The mass 

spectrometry portion used electrospray ionization (ESI) in positive ion mode. The 

sample of purified DOX-PCB was dissolved in a mixture of DMSO/water (20/80, 

v/v). 

An absorption spectrum was taken of a purified sample of DOX-PCB in 

DMSO and of DOX in DMSO using a NanoDrop ND-1000 Spectrophotometer 

(Wilmington, DE, USA). The measurements of DOX and DOX-PCB (data not shown) 

reveal that both compounds had an absorption maxima at λ = 485 nm from the DOX 

chromophore. DOX-PCB had an absorption at 350 nm due to the nitrophenyl group. 

This group enabled the photolysis process to occur upon absorption of radiation at 350 

nm. The DOX-PCB spectra had the following 6 peaks: UV-visible (abs. DMSO) : 260, 

287, 480, 500, 530, 584 nm ( %1
cmε  : 25.9, 14.6, 11.0, 11.0, 6.6, 2.0  

cmml
g
⋅100

). 

The theoretical three dimension structure of DOX-PCB in water was 

determined using ChemDraw Pro. 

 

Release of intact DOX 

Two different methods were used to determine that unaltered DOX was 

released from DOX-PCB. 
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The first was an HPLC/mass spectrometry analysis where a solution of DOX 

in DMSO/water (10/90, v/v) and two identical solutions of purified DOX-PCB in 

DMSO/water (10/90, v/v) were prepared. One of the DOX-PCB samples was exposed 

to 120 sec of 2.19 mW/cm2 UV created by a source consisting of a mercury arc lamp 

with a Mercury Short Arc HBO bulb from OSRAM (München, Germany) with a 330-

380 nm bandpass filter. The second sample was not exposed to UV. All three samples 

were then analyzed using HPLC using the same analysis parameters as described 

above for the characterization.  

The second study was a 1H NMR analysis to determine if the free amine of 

DOX was restored after UV exposure. The analysis was preformed with Watergate 

water suppression on a JOEL ECA-500 device (Peabody, MA, USA) 500 MHz with 

1000 scans for DOX-PCB. The sample consisted of purified DOX-PCB in a solution 

of DMSO-d6/water (10/90, v/v). An NMR analysis was first run using this sample. 

The same DOX-PCB sample was then irradiated with 240 sec of UV from the same 

source as described above. The exposure time was increased to 240 sec to ensure a 

high percentage of conversion to give a clear signal from the free amine if present.  A 

second NMR analysis using the same parameters as before was taken on this UV 

irradiated sample. A control sample of pure DOX was also dissolved in DMSO-

d6/water (10/90, v/v). More DOX was used than DOX-PCB because DOX was more 

readily available and a high signal to noise ratio was desired to give the best indication 

of the chemical shift from the free amine protons. The same NMR analysis was run on 

this DOX sample using only 16 scans since this sample had a much higher effective 

concentration.  
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Cell uptake and cellular localization 

The differences in the intracellular localization between DOX and DOX-PCB 

were studied using the PTK2 epithelial cell line. This cell line was chosen due to its 

overall sensitivity to DOX and its natural ability to remain flat during cell division 

allowing the mitotic spindle and chromosomes to be readily visible. This feature 

permitted very clear observation of the interaction of DOX and DOX-PCB with the 

chromosome material when the nuclear membrane was intact and when it was 

disassembled at different stages of mitosis. The red fluorescence of DOX and DOX-

PCB allowed for easy identification of their intracellular localization. The PTK2 cells 

were obtained already plated in sealed Rose Chambers incubating in advanced MEM 

Media with 2% fetal bovine serum, nonessential amino acids, 110 mg/L sodium 

pyruvate, and without penicillin-streptomycin or L-Glutamine from Gibco. A 4 ml 

solution of 5 µM DOX dissolved in the above media was prepared as well as a 4 ml 

solution of 50 µM DOX-PCB. DOX-PCB was used at a higher concentration because 

its toxicity was already known to be significantly lower than that of free DOX and it 

was of interest to determine its intracellular localization. These solutions were injected 

into the Rose chamber replacing the 1.8 ml of original media. The cells were allowed 

to incubate for 2 hours with the drugs before being analyzed using fluorescence 

microscopy (see subsequent description). After the initial fluorescence analysis, the 

DOX-PCB incubated cells were then exposed to the UV source for 60 sec. The cells 

were allowed to incubate in this exposed media for 1 hour before being analyzed again 

by fluorescence microscopy. To determine if the UV exposure affected the cells and 
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their behavior with the DOX-PCB, a sample of DOX-PCB solution was exposed to 60 

sec of UV by itself and then was injected into the media of a cell culture chamber. 

Images of the live PTK2 cells were obtained using a Zeiss Axiovert 200M 

Microscope (Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) with a 63x phase III, NA 1.4 oil immersion 

objective. An HCred1 rhodamine filter cube from Chroma (Rockingham, VT, USA) 

was used for the fluorescent images. All microscope control and imaging utilized the 

RoboLase system [43]. 

 

Cytotoxicity  

The cell line used for the IC50 studies was the human lung cancer cell line 

A549 purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) (Manassas, VA, 

USA). The cells were grown on sodium pyruvate free DMEM media containing 4.5 

g/L of glucose, L-glutamine, 10% Fetal Bovine Serum, and penicillin-streptomycin. 

The adherent cells were detached from the expansion flask substrate using Trypsin 

(.25% T / 2.21mM EDTA) and plated onto a 96 well plate at a density of 104 cells per 

well with 100 µL of media. The cells were allowed to adhere to the bottom of each 

well overnight. 

Experiments were run in two replicates under three different conditions. The 

first condition was exposure to pure DOX, the second was exposure to DOX-PCB 

with no UV irradiation, and the third was DOX-PCB with 120 sec of UV irradiation 

from the same source used in the UV stability experiments. The 20 min and 60 min of 

UV irradiation conditions were handled in the same manner as the 120 sec. The stock 

solutions of 15.1 mM DOX and 15.1 mM DOX-PCB in DMSO were diluted to 100 
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µM in media. A 1/3 serial dilution was then preformed to create media solutions that 

ranged from 100 µM to 1.7 nM. Pure media was used as the control condition. At the 

100 µM concentration there was no observed precipitation of either DOX or DOX-

PCB. The IC50 of DOX-PCB was not reached at 100 µM concentration so a second 

experiment was run where the maximum concentration of DOX and DOX-PCB was 

1000 µM. The same method of one third serial dilutions as described above was used 

for the high concentration IC50 experiment. No significant precipitation of DOX-PCB 

occurred although there was precipitation of DOX at the 1000 µM concentration level. 

The media of each well with adherent cells was then replaced with the 

appropriate premixed media/drug solution causing minimal disturbance to the cells 

themselves. The cells were allowed to incubate at 37ºC for 72 hours. After 72 hours an 

XTT cell viability assay was performed using the In Vitro Toxicology Assay Kit 

(TOX2) from Sigma-Aldrich using phenol red free DMEM Media containing 10% 

Fetal Bovine Serum, and penicillin-streptomycin from Gibco. Absorbance 

measurements were taken with a Tecan Infinite M200 plate reader (San Jose, CA, 

USA). The percent viability vs. dose curves were generated using the PRISM 4.0 

program from GraphPad Software Inc. (La Jolla, CA, USA) with the sigmoidal dose – 

response (variable slope) curve fit. 

 

UV Stability Experiments 

In order to understand the stability and release characteristics of DOX from the 

DOX-PCB prodrug upon UV exposure an HPLC/mass spectrometry analysis was 

preformed using an Agilent 1100 Series LC (Santa Clara CA, USA) connected to an 
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Agilent MSD G2445D (Santa Clara CA, USA). The column used was a Supelco 

Discovery HS C18 (5cm X 2.1 mm, with a 3µM bore size) (Bellefonte, PA, USA) and 

was maintained at a temperature of 20.0°C. The detection wavelengths were λ1 250 

nm and λ2 400 nm. An 8 µL injection was used with a solvent mixture of acetonitrile 

(ACN) and water with 0.1%TFA using a gradient of 10-90% ACN.  

First a standard curve of total ion count peak values for DOX was created 

using the above protocol and samples of known DOX concentration from 0.01µM to 

100µM in 10X increments in a DMSO/water (20/80, v/v) solution. The peak value of 

the total ion count for each DOX concentration was collected and the data was fitted to 

a Boltzman sigmoidal curve using the program PRISM 4.0 from GraphPad Software 

Inc. (La Jolla, CA, USA) for the concentration range between 0.01 and 100 µM. 

Duplicate samples of 100 µM DOX-PCB in DMSO/water (20/80, v/v) in 10 

µL amounts where prepared and then exposed to a 1.8 mW/cm2 UV source for 

different durations of time as described above. The samples were placed in an Optilux 

Microtest 96 well assay plate (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) with opaque 

black walls and a clear bottom to prevent reflections of UV in the well ensuring more 

uniform and repeatable UV exposure to each sample. The cleavage of DOX from 

DOX-PCB was most sensitive to 350 nm. The peak of the total DOX ion count for 

each sample was determined using the same HPLC/mass spectrometry protocol as 

described. These values were then fitted to the standard DOX curve to determine the 

concentration of the released DOX.  
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Metabolic Stability using Human Liver Microsomes 

To test the metabolic stability of the DOX-PCB molecule a human liver 

microsome assay was run using the BD Biosciences (San Jose, CA, USA) NADPH 

regeneration system. The human liver microsomes were purchased from Sigma and 

had a protein content of 20mg/ml. They were pooled from several different human 

donors. The following protocol was adapted from the NADPH regeneration system 

suggested protocol. 

One assay was run with pure DOX and the other three assays with DOX-PCB. 

The pure DOX assay acted as the control by looking for the expected metabolite 

Doxorubicinol, see Figure 1.7D. All reagents were warmed to 37ºC. The assay 

solution consisted of 80µL of 0.5M KPO4, 20 µL of solution A (NADP+ and Glc-6-

PO4) from the NADPH regeneration system kit, 4 µL of solution B (G6PDH) from the 

NADPH regeneration system kit, 278 µL of H2O, and 8 µL of either an 10mM 

solution of DOX or DOX-PCB in DMSO. The sample of DOX-PCB used here was 

not purified because the synthesis reaction went nearly to completion with only a 

residual amount of DOX present. To this solution was added 10 µL of the 

microsomes. The samples were then incubated in a shaker at 37 ºC for 30 min. 

At the end of 30 min, 400 µL of acetonitrile was added to the reaction. The 

mixture was vortexed for 2 min to stop the reaction of the microsomes and extract 

DOX and potential DOX-PCB metabolites from the reaction mixture. The mixture 

was centrifuged until two layers were obtained. The top acetonitrile layer was 

removed and centrifuged. An HPLC / mass spectrometry analysis was done on the 
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filtered supernatant of the acetonitrile layer using the same analysis protocol for the 

UV stability study with the detection wavelength at 280 nm. 

 

Results 

 

Preparation of the photocleavable prodrug DOX-PCB 

We have introduced a photosensitive blocking group to reduce the cytotoxicity 

and reactivity of the chemotherapy drug Doxorubicin with the option of fully 

regaining these effects upon UV irradiation. Binding the photocleavable blocking 

group to the active amine within the DOX structure takes advantage of the high 

reactivity of this group to ensure that the blocking occurs selectively at this controlled 

location. Attaching certain groups to the active amine itself has been shown to 

significantly reduce the toxicity of DOX [44]. Choosing the correct linking molecules 

attached to the photocleavable group can reduce the drugs toxicity through steric 

hindrance and also by specific interactions with various intracellular compartments 

and membranes. For the design of DOX-PCB, a water soluble photocleavable 

biotinylated compound (PCB) was chosen which included an ortho-nitrophenyl group 

for its photo cleavability [45], and a water soluble glycol spacer arm ending in a biotin 

group for enhanced membrane interaction.  During synthesis, the photocleavable 

group was protected with an n-hydroxy succunamide group (NHS) which enabled its 

covalent attachment to the amine group in the DOX structure. The synthetic scheme is 

shown in Figure 1.1. 
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Characterization of DOX-PCB 

Characterization was preformed on DOX-PCB to confirm the structure of the 

compound proposed in Figure 1.1. High resolution mass spectrometry of DOX-PCB 

found that it had complexed with Na+. The measured mass of DOX-PCB- Na+ was 

1244.4329 m/z and the theoretical mass was 1244.4316 m/z. These two values are 

well within the 0.4% calibration error of the analysis and ensures confidence that 

DOX-PCB had the proposed structure shown in Figure 1.1. 

An HPLC/mass spectrometry analysis was preformed on DOX-PCB, and 

showed a single peak for DOX (peak 1) at 22 minutes of elution as seen in Figure 

1.2A. The analysis of DOX-PCB shown in Figure 1.2B showed two peaks at 26 and 

27 minutes of elution (peaks 2 and 3). Both peaks had the same characteristic mass of 

DOX-PCB. These peaks most likely represented two stable diastereoisomeric forms of 

the compound [46]. The biotin portion of the PCB is chirally homogenous, but the 

stereo center at the methylene group ortho to the nitro group is a mixture of R and S 

(Ambergen Inc., personal communication). The interaction of PCB with the 

hydrophobic portion of the DOX ring structure affects the overall polarity of the two 

diastereoisomers differently, allowing separation on the C18 column. Both 

diastereoisomeric forms of DOX-PCB were isolated and no significant difference in 

cytotoxicity between them was observed. All the studies described here used DOX-

PCB samples that combined the two peaks. 
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Figure 1.2 – HPLC analysis of DOX-PCB before and after UV exposure.  
(A) Peak 1 contains pure DOX.  
(B) Peaks 2 and 3 both contain DOX-PCB in two diastereoisomeric forms.  
(C) The HPLC of the DOX-PCB sample after exposure to UV. The peak 1 containing 
DOX appears along with shortened Peaks 2 and 3 containing DOX-PCB. 
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Release of intact DOX 

It is essential that DOX-PCB release active DOX upon UV exposure so as to 

obtain the maximum therapeutic effect. Substituents left on the DOX could 

significantly reduce its toxicity and the overall effectiveness of the prodrug. Releasing 

free DOX from the DOX-PCB conjugate is based upon the photocleavable 

characteristic of the nitrophenyl group introduced by Patchornik [45]. The mechanism 

of photolysis has been adapted from established mechanisms and is shown 

schematically in Figure 1.3 [47]. Light absorption at 350 nm causes the electron 

configurations in the nitrophenyl group to rearrange inducing the formation of an 

unstable 5 membered ring with one of the nitro group’s oxygen atoms. The 

destabilization and rearrangement of this ring causes the cleavage, releasing the 

carbamate group along with DOX. The carbamate undergoes hydrolysis in aqueous 

conditions producing CO2 and free DOX. 
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Figure 1.3 – Mechanism of DOX-PCB photolysis and product release with 
subsequent hydrolysis to produce free DOX and CO2. 
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The release of free active DOX from DOX-PCB upon UV exposure was 

confirmed by an LC Mass Spectrometry analysis. The HPLC for the purified DOX is 

shown in Figure 1.2A. The mass spectrometry for peak 1 confirms the presence of 

DOX. The HPLC for purified DOX-PCB with no UV exposure is shown in Figure 

1.2B. Mass specs for peaks 2 and 3 confirm the presence of DOX-PCB. The HPLC for 

the DOX-PCB sample that had been exposed to 120 sec of UV is shown in Figure 

1.2C.  

The mass spectrometry analysis identified peak 1 as DOX, and peaks 2 and 3 

as DOX-PCB. 

The release of intact DOX was also confirmed by proton NMR. An NMR of 

DOX was taken and is shown in Figure 1.4A. It displayed a prominent peak at 5.27 

ppm attributed to by the free amine protons under the solvent conditions of 

DMSO/water (10/90, v/v). An NMR of a purified DOX-PCB sample should not have 

a chemical shift peak from the two amine protons due to the carbamate linkage. As 

expected, the NMR of pure DOX-PCB shown in Figure 1.4B demonstrated an absence 

of the 5.27 ppm peak. This same DOX-PCB sample was then exposed to the UV. The 

NMR from the sample after the UV exposure is shown in Figure 1.4C. The peak at 

5.27 ppm was restored indicating that free DOX was released upon UV exposure. 
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Figure 1.4 – NMR analysis of the chemical shift for free DOX, pure DOX-PCB, and 
DOX-PCB after UV exposure.  
(A) The NMR of DOX showed the chemical shift for the two amine protons to be at 
5.27 ppm (DMSO/water, 10/90, v/v).  
(B) This peak was absent in a sample of pure DOX-PCB.  
(C) After exposure to UV, the DOX-PCB sample had a restoration of the 5.27 ppm 
peak indicating the release of free DOX. 
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Theoretical three dimensional structure of DOX-PCB in water 

The three dimensional structure of DOX-PCB in water is shown in Figure 1.5. 

The ball and stick model is shown in Figure 1.5a and indicates that the DOX-PCB 

molecule folds over on itself in a hairpin structure. This may be caused by 

hydrophobic interactions between the conjugated ring structure of the DOX with the 

hydrophobic nitrophenyl compound. Figure 1.5b shows the space filling model to help 

clarify and proximity of the conjugated ring structure to the rest of the molecule. 
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Figure 1.5 - The predicted three dimensional model of the DOX-PCB molecule in 
water.  
(A) The ball and stick model shows the DOX-PCB molecule folds over on itself 
creating a hairpin structure.  
(B) The space filling model helps clarify the proximity of the conjugated ring structure 
of DOX to the rest of the molecule. 
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Cell uptake and cellular localization 

The free DOX released from DOX-PCB needs to have the same cellular 

localization properties as normal free DOX for maximum therapeutic effect. DOX and 

DOX-PCB are naturally fluorescent and their localization can be monitored over time 

in live PTK2 cells using both phase contrast images (top row in Figure 1.6) and 

fluorescent images of the same field (bottom row of Figure 1.6). The intracellular 

localization of DOX was distinct from that of DOX-PCB. Within hours of exposure 

DOX entered the cells and was concentrated almost exclusively in the nucleus shown 

by the arrows in Figure 1.6A and Figure 1.6B. The top cell of  Figure 1.6A was not 

undergoing mitosis and DOX penetrated the nuclear membrane and associated with 

the chromatin most likely through a DNA intercalation mechanism [48]. It can be seen 

that the cell in the middle of Figure 1.6A was undergoing an abnormal mitosis. The 

nuclear membrane was degraded and DOX strongly localized to the exposed 

chromosomes. The abnormal appearing mitosis was most likely caused by the 

interference of DOX with the DNA replication mechanisms. There were very few 

observations of cells undergoing mitosis, all of which appeared abnormal. 
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Figure 1.6 –  Microscopy images of DOX and DOX-PCB localization within PTK2 
kidney epithelial cells.  
Panels A, C, and E (top row) are phase contrast images of the cells. Panels B, D, and F 
(bottom row) are fluorescent images of the same field of view as the images directly 
above.  
(A, B) DOX strongly associated with the chromosomes as pointed out by the arrows. 
(C, D) DOX-PCB entered the cells but did not associate with the chromosomes as 
pointed out by the arrows.  
(E, F) When exposed to UV, free DOX was released from DOX-PCB and the 
chromosomes began to fluoresce as seen pointed out by the arrows. 

 

 

DOX-PCB also entered the cell quickly. However, it did not concentrate in the 

nucleus as pointed out by the arrows in Figure 1.6C and Figure 1.6D. DOX-PCB 

appeared to preferentially accumulate within the cell in regions around the nucleus. 

Future studies using colocalization staining techniques will help identify which 

cellular structures DOX-PCB interacts with. The right most cell is shown undergoing a 

normal appearing mitosis where the nuclear membrane has disassembled. It is clear 

that DOX-PCB had been excluded from the mitotic spindle and the associated 
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chromosomes. The DOX-PCB concentration was 10 times higher than DOX and the 

cells seemed much healthier and appeared to be undergoing normal mitosis.  

When the same DOX-PCB chamber of cells from Figure 1.6C and Figure 1.6D 

was exposed to UV, the red fluorescence accumulated in the nucleus 1 hour after 

exposure as pointed out in Figure 1.6E and Figure 1.6F. The free DOX that was 

released from DOX-PCB appeared to be behaving similar to free DOX with its ability 

to pass through the nuclear membrane and bind to the chromatin. The DOX-PCB that 

was not photolysed by the UV remained outside the nucleus. These cells appeared to 

have pyknotic nuclei with a darkened nuclear envelope and also appeared to have 

highly granulated cytoplasms, both features of cell death. The UV dose received by 

the cells themselves did not influence the interaction with DOX-PBC. This was 

evidenced by the fact that control cells which were not exposed to UV, but were 

incubated with the DOX-PCB sample that was separately irradiated by UV, exhibited 

the same behavior (data not shown).  

The difference in the cellular localization behavior between DOX and DOX-

PCB can be partially explained by the three dimensional structure of DOX-PCB as 

shown in Figure 1.5. The conjugated ring structure of DOX is what intercalated 

between base pairs of the DNA causing a large portion of the cytotoxicity. The hairpin 

structure of DOX-PCB sequesters the conjugated ring structure preventing it from 

having access to the DNA. This may explain the lack of DOX-PCB in the nucleus and 

in the exposed chromosomes which DOX heavily stains. 
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Cytotoxicity 

For the prodrug effect to be pharmacologically useful, the DOX-PCB needs to 

show a greatly reduced toxicity compared to that of DOX. The results of the cell 

proliferation assay on A549 human lung cancer cells are shown in Figure 1.7A. The 

IC50 of the DOX sample was 1.2 µM. The IC50 of DOX-PCB was over 200 times 

higher at 250 µM indicating a significant prodrug effect. The large prodrug effect of 

DOX-PCB makes it a good candidate to reduce the undesirable systemic side effects 

of DOX, especially the cardiotoxicity. The observed lack of DOX-PCB interaction 

with DNA helps to explain the significant reduction in the cytotoxicity of DOX-PCB 

over that of DOX.  

For the prodrug effect to be truly functional, the toxicity of the DOX-PCB 

sample needs to increase upon UV exposure and release fully active DOX with well 

characterized potent bioactivity. Figure 1.7B shows a table of IC50 values for DOX-

PCB samples exposed to the UV for increasing amounts of time. The DOX-PCB 

samples dissolved in media were exposed to the UV separately and then incubated 

with the cells, so the cells were never exposed to UV. As exposure time of the media 

increased, the IC50 decreased approaching that of free DOX due to the increasing 

amounts of free DOX that were released from the DOX-PCB.  
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Figure 1.7 – Cell viability results from DOX, DOX-PCB, and DOX-PCB exposed to 
increasing amounts of UV  
(A) Cell viability curve for A549 human lung cancer cells exposed to DOX and DOX-
PCB with no UV exposure. The IC50 for DOX was 1.2 µM. The IC50 of DOX-PCB 
with no UV exposure was over 200 times higher at 250 µM.  
(B) This table shows the IC50 values of DOX-PCB samples after different amounts of 
UV exposure. The DOX-PCB samples were dissolved in media and exposed to the 
UV and then incubated with the cells, so the cells were not exposed to UV. As UV 
exposure time increased, the IC50 value decreased approaching that of pure DOX due 
to the higher doses of free DOX released from the DOX-PCB. 

 

UV Stability Experiments 

The release characteristics of DOX from the DOX-PCB prodrug had a linear 

relationship (R2 = 0.99) with the amount of UV exposure (data not shown). After 

exposure to the 1.8 mW/cm2 UV source for 10 min, 18% of the total DOX-PCB 

content in a 100µm sample was converted to DOX. The release rate of intact DOX 

was 1.8 µM/min. 

 

Metabolic Stability using Human Liver Microsomes 

To maintain control over the spatial location of DOX-PCB activation it is 

important that the only significant pathway of activation be from UV exposure and not 
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from normal metabolic activity, especially from the liver. Incubation of DOX-PCB 

with human liver microsomes indicates that the compound is quite resistant to 

metabolic breakdown. Figure 1.8A shows the HPLC results of the LC Mass analysis 

of DOX-PCB after incubation with the human liver microsomes. Peak 1 contains 

DOX-Cl a residue most likely left over from the synthesis. Peak 2 contains DOX-Na 

which is again most likely a residue from the synthesis. Peak 3 contains DOX-PCB. 

Peak 4 contains DOX-PCB, most likely the second isomer, as well as a mass 

spectrometry peak at 579 m/z with the proposed structure shown in Figure 1.8B. This 

579 m/z metabolite is not the DOX-Cl complex because it shows up in the 10.2-10.5 

min peak on the HPLC whereas DOX-Na and DOX-Cl showed up well before that. 

The precursor to the 579 m/z metabolite was found in the first of three replicates of 

this experiment with a mass of 587 m/z with the proposed structure shown in Figure 

1.8C. The hydrolyzing enzymes in the liver microsomes most likely cleaved the DOX-

PCB molecule producing the unstable 587 m/z fragment which was then fully reduced 

to the 579 m/z metabolite, much like DOX is reduced to Doxorubicinol shown in 

Figure 1.8D.  The main 579 m/z metabolite was produced in relatively small quantities 

and has a substituent on the active amine. Although it is unknown what effect this 

particular substituent will have on the toxicity of this metabolite it has been 

demonstrated that similar substituents significantly reduce the toxicity of DOX [44]. 

The product of the microsome incubation of DOX was Doxorubicinol. 

Doxorubicinol has previously been established as the major metabolite of DOX with 

the structure shown in Figure 1.8D [49, 50]. This served as a positive control for the 

microsome protocol. 
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Figure 1.8 – LC mass analysis of DOX-PCB incubated with human liver microsomes 
and the proposed structures of the resulting metabolites. 
(A) HPLC from the LC mass analysis of the human liver microsome experiments.  
(B) Proposed structure for the 579 m/z DOX-PCB metabolite.  
(C) Proposed structure for the 587 m/z DOX-PCB metabolite that might be the 
precursor for the 579 m/z metabolite.  
(D) Structure of Doxorubicinol 
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In this paper we have developed a new photocleavable prodrug for cancer 

therapy by incorporating the active chemotherapy agent DOX with the photocleavable 

protecting group PCB to form the adduct DOX-PCB.  It has been shown that DOX-
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released. With the use of small light emitting diodes or fiber optics to deliver 

controlled localized doses of 350nm light to desired tissue regions it should be 

possible to administer a systemic dose of the prodrug and release active DOX only 

within the tumor region. The prodrug has the potential to enter cells in its caged form 

without being metabolized to a pharmacologically active form. A systemic 

administration of the prodrug would allow it to enter cells and remain in the region of 

interest even after the freely circulating prodrug has been cleared from the system. It is 

important to note that a control experiment was run where the A549 cells were 

exposed only to the UV light source used for UV irradiation of DOX-PCB samples. 

There was no reduction in cell viability compared to control cells after 20 min of 

exposure. After 60 min of exposure the cell viability was reduced 10%. This reduction 

may be contributed to by the 334 emission peak from the Mercury Arc lamp leaking 

through the lower end of the 330-380 nm bandpass filter [51]. 

The incorporation of the biotin moiety is intended to help increase the 

clearance rate of the freely circulating DOX-PCB just before UV exposure. Free 

DOX-PCB in the tumor bloodstream at the time of UV exposure would release free 

DOX into the circulation. Only DOX-PCB that is present inside the tumor cells should 

be activated. The biotin on DOX-PCB allows for use of a clearing agent such as 

modified versions of biotin-galactose-human serum albumin [52] or biotin-LC-NM-

(GalNac)16 [53] where the biotin would be replaced with streptavidin. These clearing 

agents very effectively reduce the circulating blood concentration of the target 

molecule and are designed to use the galactose residue to trigger uptake by galactose 

receptors in hepatocytes where the entire complex is metabolized. The human 
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microsome experiments indicate that the DOX-PCB drug will remain intact through 

that process. The biotin end of the prodrug will also help increase the clearance rate of 

the PCB fragment created by the UV exposure.  

The presence of the biotin on DOX-PCB should not cause undesirable tissue 

accumulation or protein binding in vivo as has been shown with a compound 

comprised of biotin bound to a chelated radioisotope [52].  The biotin present on this 

chelated radioisotope did not cause significant accumulation in any particular tissue, 

including the liver. The compound was rapidly cleared from the body through the 

renal system. 

 The use of photocleavable prodrugs offers an exciting new avenue of 

investigation in reducing the systemic side effects of chemotherapy drugs and other 

therapeutic agents while increasing their effectiveness in the desired tissue region. 

Future work will focus on extensive in vivo characterization including in vivo stability 

of DOX-PCB as well as its possible therapeutic effectiveness. 

 

Conclusion 

One strategy to reduce the toxic side effects of chemotherapy agents is to make 

prodrugs by chemically modifying the agents in a way to reduce their overall toxicity, 

but which would also allow them to be activated back to a therapeutic state in the 

tumor tissue. One of the challenges is to differentiate the tumor from the healthy tissue 

in order to effectively trigger the prodrug only in the tumor. The triggers of many 

prodrug designs rely on inherent biochemical differences between the tumor and 

healthy tissue. These differences can be very subtle and often healthy tissues within 
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the body will have the same biochemistry as the tumor. To avoid the undesirable 

activation of the prodrug in these untargeted tissues an artificial difference can be 

created within the tumor tissue from a source external to the body. The trigger 

considered here is UV radiation at 350 nm. This is at the very low energy end of the 

UV spectrum with good tissue penetration and little interaction with DNA and protein. 

A new prodrug of doxorubicin (DOX-PCB) is described that can be converted to the 

active drug upon exposure to UV at 350 nm. It was formed by conjugating a 

photocleavable blocking group to the sugar amine group of DOX. DOX-PCB was 

shown to have a significant reduction in toxicity over free DOX with a 200 fold lower 

IC50 in cell viability tests. One of the possible reasons for the lower toxicity is that the 

PCB portion blocks DOX-PCB from intercalating with DNA, which is a main mode of 

action for DOX. DOX-PCB was shown to be stable in a human microsome experiment 

indicating that DOX will not be released in a significant amount due to metabolic 

conversion. DOX-PCB was shown to release biologically active doxorubicin upon 

exposure to UV at 350 nm increasing the cytotoxicity of the entire sample. It is 

possible to deliver UV only to the tumor region using UV fiber optics or implantable 

UV LED’s. This could cause the activation of systemically administered DOX-PCB 

only in the tumor, thereby reducing systemic side effects. 
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Abstract 

Localized photoactivation of a chemotherapy prodrug specifically in deep 

internal tumor tissue was demonstrated here for the first time using the 

doxorubicin/photocleavable biotin prodrug DOX-PCB. In vivo conversion of 

systemically injected DOX-PCB to active DOX was demonstrated and was localized 

to tumor tissue exposed to 365 nm light with the use of a customized UV LED 

delivery system. A control tumor on the other side of the mouse was not exposed to 

the 365nm light and showed only a trace amount of DOX. The clinical formulation of 

DOX-PCB for injection required solubilization with the cyclodextrin Captisol system. 

Pharmacokinetics of DOX-PCB circulation and elimination were also studied in mice 

not exposed to 365nm light. The DOX-PCB was found to have a circulation half life 

of 10 min which was comparable to that of DOX itself at 20 min. No DOX-PCB was 

found in the urine out to 24 hours post injection. No DOX was found in the urine or in 

the serum indicating that the DOX-PCB was not being activated to DOX by metabolic 

processes in the mouse. This proof of concept demonstrates the applicability and 

conversion localization of a light activated prodrug. 

 

Introduction 

In chapter 1 a photoactivatible prodrug of Doxorubicin (DOX) was prepared 

and characterized where the free amine of the sugar moiety was blocked with a 

nitrophenyl compound conjugated to a short PEG linker and terminated in a biotin as 
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shown in Figure 1.1. This Doxorubicin/photocleavable biotin (DOX-PCB) molecule 

was shown to have a 200 times reduction in toxicity to A549 lung cancer cells and 

could release pharmacologically active DOX upon exposure to 365 nm light. Such a 

scheme has not been demonstrated in-vivo in the literature before and the study 

described here looks at the feasibility and localization of this release scheme in-vivo 

through 3 sets of experiments 

The first set of experiments look at UV penetration through ex-vivo tumor 

tissue and subsequent DOX-PCB activation using the custom designed UV LED 

delivery system. 

The second set of experiments look at the circulation half life and elimination 

of DOX-PCB in mice. 

The third set of experiments look at the in-vivo activation of DOX-PCB within 

tumor tissue of systemically administered DOX-PCB. Two orthotopic tumors were 

implanted into mice on either flank. One tumor was exposed to UV using a LED 

delivery system and the other was used as an internal control. 

DOX-PCB required a solubilization agent for in-vivo injection because it 

displayed poor inherent water solubility. DOX-PCB was observed to be soluble in cell 

culture media if first dissolved in DMSO and injected straight into the media. This 

apparent solubility was most likely due to DOX-PCB adsorption to proteins found in 

the media itself, because the same injection of DMSO/DOX-PCB into water resulted 

in instant precipitation. For in vivo injection the concentration of DOX-PCB in the 

injectant needed to be 2mM which made it necessary to use the well characterized and 

non-toxic cyclodextrin solubilizing agent Captisol. This kept the DOX-PCB soluble in 
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saline at a high enough concentration without the use of organic solvents to make it 

safe for injection.  

 

Materials and Methods 

Preparation of DOX-PCB 

Synthesis of DOX-PCB was preformed as described in chapter 1. The DOX-

PCB was then dissolved in 50 µl of DMSO and was then purified on a semiprep 

HPLC system using a 10-90 ACN:H2O 0.05%TFA gradient set over 20 min. The 

resulting fraction containing the two DOX-PCB isomers were collected and pooled 

into the same sample. The sample was then lyophilized and stored at -20°C wrapped 

in foil. 

 

UV LED/Fiberoptic Delivery System 

A custom designed UV LED/fiber optic delivery system was developed in 

collaboration with Prizmatix Ltd. that had a fiber optic coupled to a 365 nm LED. The 

end of the fiber was encased inside a beveled metal tube that was the equivalent of a 

22 gauge needle. 

 

Tumor Preparation 

A549 cells were expanded in 25 ml flasks. They were trypsinized and washed 

with cold PBS. They were then resuspended in cold PBS at a concentration of 1 X 108 

cells/ml. 1.2ml of the cell suspension was added to 1.2 ml of matrigel and kept on ice. 

200 µl of the mixture was injected in the left and right flanks of 5 female athymic 
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nu/nu nude mice. The tumors were allowed to grow for 1 month until they reached the 

size of 1cm3.  

 

Ex-vivo 365nm Light Penetration of Tumor Tissue 

A Newport 1830-C Optical Power Meter with a Newport 818-UV detector 

head and a Newport 883-UV OD3 filter was used to measure the 365 nm light coming 

from just the UV LED/fiberoptic turned to max power directly in front, from the right 

side and from above. The system needle was inserted into the middle of a 9x6x5 mm 

tumor prepared in the manner stated above that was collected from a mouse never 

injected with DOX-PCB or DOX. The measurements were taken again from a distance 

of 10 mm. The UV LED was set to maximum power.  

 

DOX-PCB activation in ex-vivo tumor tissue  

An ex-vivo experiment was run to establish the activatability of DOX-PCB in 

an actual tumor sample prepared in the manner stated above that was collected from a 

mouse never injected with DOX-PCB or DOX, The tumor was cut into 3 sections of 

30 mg each. The first sample was injected with 10 µl DMSO containing 224 ng of 

DOX-PCB and 20 ng of DOX. The other two samples were injected with 10 µl DMSO 

containing just 224 ng of DOX-PCB. One of these samples was exposed to 30 min of 

UV using the UV fiber optic system described above. The entire 10 µl injection of 

DMSO did not enter the tissues because it was very stiff and the DMSO came back 

through the needle track. However, the tissue was incubated in the excess DMSO fluid 

for 15 min giving the DMSO enough time to penetrate deep into the sample carrying 
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the dissolved compounds with it. The tissue integrity was not compromised by the 

DMSO. 

 

DOX-PCB Solubilization with Captisol Cyclodextrin 

It was found that the DOX-PCB was solubilized in the cyclodextrin better 

when first treated in the following manner to create a solvent complex and possible 

salt. 1 mg of the lyophilized DOX-PCB powder was dissolved in 500 μL of methanol 

and dried in a speedvac. The dried DOX-PCB was then dissolved in 50 μL of DMSO. 

This was also dried down in a speedvac but only until it was in an almost dry tacky 

state. 10 μL of a NaHCO3/NaOH buffer at pH 9 was added. The entire mixture was 

then dissolved in 500 μL of methanol and put in a small agate mortar. The motor was 

placed under low vacuum for at least 5 hours to evaporate the methanol. The 10 μL of 

a NaHCO3/NaOH buffer helped to change the pH as the methanol evaporated ionizing 

the DOX-PCB to assist in the formation of the Captisol complex. 

 After the methanol was evaporated from the mortar, 40 mg of Captisol brand 

cyclodextrin dry powder was added and mechanically ground with the dried DOX-

PCB with the small pestle until a fine purple colored powder was formed. 200 μL of 

sterile saline was added and then solution bath sonicated for 10min. The maximum 

concentration achieved of the DOX-PCB in the Captisol solution was 2 mM. The 

samples were centrifuged at 18,000 rcf for 5 min to eliminate any precipitated DOX-

PCB. The concentration of DOX-PCB in the supernatant was then measured using 

absorbance on a NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer. 
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DOX-PCB blood circulation half-life and urine elimination. 

Two female nude mice were injected with 200 µl of the DOX-PCB/Captisol 

solution. Blood samples were collected at 5, 15, 30, 60 min and at 24 hours. The blood 

was centrifuged and 15 µl of serum was collected. Urine was collected when naturally 

possible from the mouse out to 24 hours. 

 

Serum Extraction Method 

30 µl of acetonitrile was added to the 15 µl blood serum samples from each 

time point. The samples were bath sonicated for 10 min. The sample was centrifuged 

at 18,000 rcf for 10 min and the supernatant collected. 30 µl of the supernatant was 

used for LC/mass analysis. 

 

Urine Extraction Method 

ACN was added to the urine sample (1:1)(v:v). The sample was then bath 

sonicated for 10 min. The sample was centrifuged at 18,000 rcf for 10 min. The 

supernatant was taken and dried in a speed vac. The precipitant was redissolved in 50 

µl of ACN and sonicated. The sample was centrifuged again and the supernatant 

removed for analysis. 

 

DOX-PCB Activation In Vivo 

The 200 µl of DOX-PCB Captisol were injected slowly into the tail vein of the 

mouse. The mice were anesthetized with 120 µl of ketamine 4 min later which was 

enough to keep the mouse anesthetized for the 30 min duration of the UV 
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administration. 10 min after the DOX-PCB injection the UV LED was inserted into 

the middle of the tumor and turned to full power delivering 240 µW/cm2. Only the 

tumor of the right side of the mouse was exposed. The UV was administered for a total 

of 30 min. Blood was drawn at 30 min after injection to obtain the circulating 

concentration. The mouse was then sacrificed and the tumors and other internal organs 

collected for analysis. Blood was also collected for serum analysis as described above. 

 

DOX In-Vivo Control 

A control mouse was injected with an identical dose of DOX dissolved in 

saline with 80 mg of Captisol to compare with DOX-PCB. The DOX mouse was 

treated the same as the DOX-PCB mice being given 120 µl of ketamine 4 min after 

tail vein injection. However, no UV was administered to the mouse. Blood was drawn 

at 30 min after injection to obtain the circulating concentration. The mouse was then 

sacrificed and the tumors and other internal organs collected for analysis. Blood was 

also collected for serum analysis as described above.  

 

Tissue Extraction Method 

30 mg of tumor tissue was frozen in liquid nitrogen and freeze fractured using 

a metal mortar and pestle. 400 µl of a 50 mM ascorbic acid buffer with 2mM D-L 

Saccharic acid raised to a pH of 4.5 by titration with 1 M NaOH was added o the 

tissue powder. This buffer solution stoped any enzymatic degradation of DOX or 

DOX-PCB within the tissue although studies showed that a 15 min incubation with the 

tissue powder in PBS did not cause any measurable degradation of DOX. The tissue 
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was aspirated 20 times in the buffer to break up the compacted powder chunks into a 

fine suspension. The sample was spiked with 20 ng of Epirubicin (EPI) from a 

(1:100)(v:v) ethanol mixture which was used as an internal standard. EPI is an 

isomeric form of DOX and can be separated from DOX on HPLC. It should display 

the same DNA intercalation properties as DOX. The spiked sample was allowed to 

incubate with the tissue suspension for 15 min to allow for tissue integration. The 

DNA was denatured from its double helix form to single stranded form to cause the 

release of any intercalated DOX by addition of 50µl of 3M AgNO3 which caused the 

suspension to turn dark black. The samples were asperated 20 times and vortexed for 5 

min. The excess Ag+ ions were precipitated by the addition of 50 µl of 3M NaCl upon 

which the solution turned light grey. The sample was aspirated 20 times and vortexed 

for 5 min. To precipitate out proteins and other water soluble compounds 1.25 mL of 

acetonitrile/methanol (2:1)(v:v) was added. The sample was aspirated 20 times, 

vortexed for 10 min and then bath sonicated for 10 min. The sample was then 

centrifuged for 5 min at 3724 rcf. The supernatant was transferred to 2ml eppendorf 

tubes and centrifuged again at 18,000 rcf for 5 min to remove any possible debris. The 

sample was then speedvaced for approximately 1 hour to a volume of 500 µl to 

remove most of the acetonitrile and methanol. This helped to concentrate the sample 3 

times and also helped sharpen the peaks of the different compounds on 

HPLC/MS/MS. A small amount of precipitation occurred but it was shown that this 

did not measurably reduce the DOX or DOX-PCB content of the supernatant. If the 

concentration was continued and the water volume reduced to 100 µl then significant 
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precipitation of the DOX-PCB and DOX did occur. This method was shown to have a 

DOX extraction efficiency of 80%. 

 

Results  

Ex-vivo 365nm Light Penetration of Tumor Tissue 

The intensity of the 365 nm light coming from the UV LED/fiberoptic turned 

to max power was 240 µW/cm2 as measured from 10mm directly in front. The UV 

light was undetectable from 10 mm to the right side of the fiber optic end and 10 mm 

from directly above. 

The 365 nm light was heavily scattered in the tissue causing it to isotropically 

exit the tumor tissue. The measured intensity was 2 µW/cm2 from 10 mm directly in 

front was, 2.9 µW/cm2 from 10mm directly from the right side and 1.4 µW/cm2 

from10 mm from directly above.  

 

DOX-PCB activation in ex-vivo tumor tissue 

The results of the ex-vivo tumor exposure experiment are show in Figure 2.1. 

Fig 2.1a shows the LC/MS/MS trace for the extraction from tumor tissue spiked with 

DOX, EPI, and DOX-PCB. Peaks for all three compounds are present. Figure 2.1b 

shows the trace for the tumor sample injected with just DOX-PCB and EPI. No DOX 

is present. Figure 2.1c shows the trace for the tumor sample spiked with just DOX-

PCB and EPI and then subsequently exposed to 30 min of UV. As can be seen the 

DOX peak is restored and the DOX-PCB peaks have been dramatically reduced in 
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magnitude due to the nearly complete conversion to DOX. This demonstrates that 

DOX-PCB can be converted to actual DOX within tissue using the 365 nm light. 
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Figure 2.1 - Ex-vivo tumor tissue activation of DOX-PCB. 
(A) This shows the LC/MS/MS trace of the tissue extraction preformed on a tumor 
sample injected with DOX, EPI and DOX-PCB. The EPI serves as an internal 
standard.  
(B) This shows the trace of a tumor sample injected only with EPI and DOX-PCB. As 
can be seen no DOX is present.  
(C) This shows the trace from a tumor sample injected only with EPI and DOX-PCB 
and then exposed to 30 min of 365 nm light from the UV LED system. As can be seen 
the DOX peak is restored while the DOX-PCB isomer peaks are greatly reduced in 
intensity. 
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DOX-PCB Solubilization with Captisol Cyclodextrin 

The encapsulation of DOX-PCB within the Captisol cyclodextrin was 

successful and resulted in the desired concentration of 1.2 mg of DOX-PCB in 200 µl 

of saline. The three dimensional structure of the β-cyclodextrin molecule [54] has a 

hydrophobic internal barrel. Captisol is a slightly modified version of β-cyclodextrin 

where there is a sulfobutylether used to separate a sodium sulfonate salt from the 

hydrophobic cavity to improve water solubility. The structure of DOX interacting with 

the hydrophobic barrel through the conjugated ring structure has been proposed [54] 

and should be similar to how DOX-PCB interacts with the cyclodextrin. The predicted 

structure of DOX-PCB in water is shown in Figure 1.5 and forms a folded hairpin. 

Interaction with the hydrophobic barrel of the cyclodextrin prevents interaction of the 

hydrophobic conjugated ring structure of DOX with the hydrophobic nitrophenyl 

compound preventing aggregation in saline solution. 

 
DOX-PCB Circulation Half Life 

DOX-PCB was found to have an in-vivo mouse alpha phase circulation half 

life of 10 min, which is comparable to that of DOX which around 20 min[55]. The 

serum concentration over time is shown in Figure 2.2 No DOX was found in the blood 

at any time point. 
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Figure 2.2 - The serum concentration of DOX-PCB as a function of time. No DOX 
was detected at any time point. 
 

Urine Extraction 

No DOX-PCB was found in the urine at any of the collected time points out to 

24 hours. No DOX was found in the urine out to 24 hours. 

 

DOX-PCB activation in vivo 

The tumors collected from the mice were sectioned into 6 pieces as shown in 

Figure 2.4 a and b. The tumor was not spherical but rather oblong in shape and is 

shown schematically edge on in Figure 2.4a. The line down the center shows where 

the tumor was cut in half. The two halves were subsequently cut into 6 pieces as 

shown in Figure 2.4b. The mass of the different pieces is shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Tumor Section
No UV

 Mass in g
30 min UV
Mass in g

1 0.0255 0.0496
2 0.0405 0.0825
3 0.0267 0.0426
4 0.0334 0.0382
5 0.0534 0.0833
6 0.0258 0.0547  

Figure 2.3 – Mass of the different tumor sections for both the UV and non-UV 
exposed tumors 
 

 

 Pieces 1 and 4 were combined together and pieces 3 and 6 were combined 

together to increase the mass to increase the chances of finding DOX.  

DOX-PCB was found in the tumor tissue in both the UV exposed and 

unexposed tumors as shown in Figure 2.4c-f and Figure 2.5c-f. However, only the 

tumor exposed to the UV contained a significant amount of DOX as shown in Figure 

2.4c-f. The DOX appeared in all 4 sections of the tumor tissue in roughly equal 

amounts. There was only a trace amount of DOX found in two sections of the non-UV 

tumor as shown in Figure 2.5 c and f. 

No DOX was found in the serum of the mouse after the 30 min of UV 

exposure in the tumor as shown in Figure 2.6.  
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Figure 2.4 – LC/MS/MS data showing the presence of DOX-PCB and DOX in the in-
vivo tumor tissue exposed to 30 min of 365nm light. 
(A) Edge on view of the tumor in schematic representation showing how the tumor 
was sectioned in half.  
(B) Open view of the halved tumor showing the numbered sections.  
(C) LC/MS/MS traces of the tumor tissue extraction for pieces 1 and 4 combined 
together showing both DOX and DOX-PCB presence.  
(D) LC/MS/MS traces for piece 2 showing both DOX and DOX-PCB presence.  
(E) LC/MS/MS traces of the tumor tissue extraction for pieces 3 and 6 combined 
together showing both DOX and DOX-PCB presence.  
(F) LC/MS/MS traces for piece 5 showing both DOX and DOX-PCB presence. 
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Figure 2.5 – LC/MS/MS data showing the presence of DOX-PCB and DOX in the in-
vivo tumor tissue exposed to 30 min of 365nm light. 
(A) Edge on view of the tumor in schematic representation showing how the tumor 
was sectioned in half.  
(B) Open view of the halved tumor showing the numbered sections.  
(C) LC/MS/MS traces of the tumor tissue extraction for pieces 1 and 4 combined 
together showing DOX-PCB presence and a trace amount of DOX.  
(D) LC/MS/MS traces for piece 2 showing only DOX-PCB presence.  
(E) LC/MS/MS traces of the tumor tissue extraction for pieces 3 and 6 combined 
together showing only DOX and DOX-PCB presence.  
(F) LC/MS/MS traces for piece 5 showing DOX-PCB presence and a trace amount of 
DOX. 
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Figure 2.6 – LC/MS/MS trace of the serum extraction preformed on the serum 
collected after the 30 min UV exposure in the tumor. 
No DOX was found indicating that the activated DOX is not immediately swept into 
circulation in measurable quantities but primarily stays within the tissue where it was 
activated. 
 

DOX In-Vivo Control 

The tumor extraction from the DOX control mouse showed that DOX was 

present in the tumor when injected systemically confirming that the orthotopic tumor 

model was allowing drug accumulation within the tumor. 
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Discussion 

The ex-vivo tissue penetration of the 365 nm light was significant over the 

nearly 1 cm distance of tumor tissue. Even though the power measured directly in 

front of the tumor was 100 times less than that measured from just the fiber optic itself 

without the tumor tissue, that energy was distributed over the entire tumor tissue 

surface. There was sufficient 365nm light exiting the tumor tissue to cause significant 

conversion of DOX-PCB when exposed for a 30 min time period. This conversion of 

DOX-PCB to DOX was demonstrated to occur within tumor tissue itself showing that 

there is nothing inherent about the tissue that would prevent conversion. 

The 10 min alpha phase circulation half life of DOX-PCB was comparable to 

that of the 20 min half-life for DOX itself showing that DOX-PCB was not 

immediately removed from circulation and thus it made it several passes through the 

liver. The lack of DOX in the serum or the urine shows that DOX-PCB was stable to 

normal metabolic processes. This also indicates that any DOX that is produced in the 

body would most likely be a result of the light activation pathway. DOX-PCB 

activation within the ex vivo tumor tissue showed that the conversion of DOX-PCB 

was not inhibited inside tissue and that the 365 nm light had significant penetration 

depth even through several millimeters of tissue.  

The preliminary in vivo activation data shows that DOX-PCB makes it to the 

tumor tissue itself and that it can be converted to DOX in measurable quantities. This 

is significant because the tumor tissue itself was very poorly vascularized reducing the 

efficiency of any compound to accumulate. The localization of the DOX release due to 

the 365nm light exposure comes from the significantly smaller trace amount of DOX 
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detectable in the tumor tissue not exposed to UV from the other side of the mouse. 

This shows that the DOX generated by the UV light did not get immediately swept 

into circulation but was able to penetrate into the local tumor tissue. This is also 

confirmed by the observation that no DOX was found in the serum after the 30 min of 

UV exposure. If DOX was being swept into the circulation it was being done so in 

extremely small quantities. 

The pharmacokinetics, lack of metabolic activation as shown in chapter 1, and 

localized light activation of DOX-PCB as described here demonstrate the desirable 

qualities of this compound. The 200 times reduction in toxicity of DOX-PCB coupled 

with the circulation time should allow larger doses to be administered than possible 

with pure DOX. This increases the amount that could reach even poorly vascularized 

tumors. The release of fully toxic DOX from DOX-PCB allows inefficiencies in the 

tumor delivery and activation to still yield therapeutic amounts of DOX. 

Efficiency of photo activation needs to be considered here as well. Compounds 

that have high efficiency of activation with wavelengths of light that have greater 

tissue penetration (such as red or infrared) open the possibility of massive 

uncontrolled drug activation due to environmental light sources in the clinical 

situation. It is important that the compound has low activation efficiency to 

wavelengths that penetrate tissue. 365 nm of light is a special wavelength that has very 

low penetration through skin but reasonable penetration through tumor tissue which 

reduces the possibility of environmental 365 nm light from reaching and activating the 

compound. The extremely small amount of 365 nm light that does make it into deep 

vascularized skin would have little activation effect on DOX-PCB since its activation 
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is relatively inefficient at this wavelength. Compounds that have greater efficiency at 

365nm would increase the danger of uncontrolled release near the skin surface where 

small amounts of 365nm can penetrate, causing detrimental effects to the patient. 

DOX-PCB activation is more efficient at shorter wavelengths of UV below 365 nm 

but tissue penetration at these wavelengths is negligible, especially through the skin, 

preventing uncontrolled release from occurring. The tissue penetration of 365 nm light 

and the lower activation efficiency of DOX-PCB help to truly localize the release of 

DOX to just the region exposed through use of the UV LED fiber optic system. The 

low efficiency of activation can be overcome by simply increasing the exposure time 

of the 365 nm light in the tumor region. As demonstrated here, 30 min is sufficient to 

activate measurable amounts of DOX in a 350 mg sized tumor. This most likely 

occurred at the periphery of the tumor where the vascularization was much higher, 

meaning the 365 nm light penetrated the whole tumor mass from the center. It did this 

isotropically as the amount of DOX in each section of the tumor was roughly 

equivalent. 

 

Conclusions 

The DOX-PCB prodrug solubilized with Captisol cyclodextrin and used in 

combination with 365 nm light administered from the UV/LED fiberoptic source has 

demonstrated highly localized activation and tissue retention of DOX. DOX-PCB was 

found to have a circulation half life of 10 min which is sufficient circulation time to 

reach even a poorly vascularized tumor tissue in activatable amounts. The 365nm light 

was shown to penetrate the tumor tissue to sufficiently release measurable amounts of 
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pure DOX from DOX-PCB within the tumor tissue. No DOX was found in the serum 

sample collected after the 30 min of light exposure indicating that activated DOX was 

not immediately swept into systemic circulation but rather stayed within the tissue 

where it was activated. The DOX delivery efficiency was high enough to be 

considered a proof of concept for the approach of using photoactivation as a prodrug 

activation scheme. 
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Chapter 3 
 
 

A Novel Nested Liposome Drug Delivery Vehicle Capable of Ultrasound 
Triggered Release of its Payload 
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Abstract 

The use of focused ultrasound can be an effective method to locally highlight 

tumor tissue and specifically trigger the activation of echogenic drug delivery vehicles 

in an effort to reduce systemic chemotherapy side effects. Here we demonstrate a 

unique ultrasound triggered vehicle design and fabrication method where the payload 

and a perfluorocarbon gas microbubble are both encapsulated within the internal 

aqueous space of a liposome. This nested lipid shell geometry both stabilized the 

microbubble and ensured it was spatially close enough to interact with the liposome 

membrane at all times. The internal microbubble was shown to fragment the outer 

liposome membrane upon exposure to ultrasound at intensities of 1 - 1.5 MPa. The 

focused ultrasound allowed the release of the internal payload to localized regions 

within tissue phantoms. The vehicles showed high payload loading efficiency of 16%, 

stability in blood of several hours, and low level macrophage recognition in vitro. 

High speed fluorescent videos present the first optical images of such vehicles 

interacting with ultrasound. This ability to open the outer membrane in small regions 

of deep tissue could provide a second level of spatial and temporal control beyond 

biochemical targeting, making these particles promising for in vivo animal studies. 

 

Introduction 

Indiscriminate exposure of all cells in the body to a systemically administered 

chemotherapy drug is the main cause of harmful toxic side effects[6]. Certain drug 
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delivery vehicles such as Abraxane for delivery of paclitaxel and liposomal Doxil for 

doxorubicin[16, 17] reduce exposure of non-targeted cells to the drug while 

accumulating a therapeutic dose within the tumor. Passive accumulation in the tumor 

tissue due to the enhanced permeation and retention of  the vasculature[16] coupled 

with slow drug release limits the bioavailability to non-tumor organs[56]. However, 

this slow release also limits the maximum levels of drug in the tumor[57], and 

nonspecific accumulation in healthy tissue remains a major hurdle[16].  

The use of tumor targeting ligands has the potential to improve the preferential 

accumulation of these delivery vehicles in tumor tissue [58, 59]. The delivery requires 

endocytosis of the targeted vehicle with subsequent endosomal escape[60, 61]. 

However, saturation of the targetable receptors limits the targeting efficiency. Also, 

tumor “receptors” are rarely unique to the tumor [62] and the targeted particles 

accumulate in other healthy tissues, especially in the liver and spleen, causing local 

toxicity [19].  

To address the difficulties of pure biochemical targeting, an independent non-

biochemical trigger is required to cause instantaneous drug release only from the 

particles that have accumulated in the tumor tissue. Ultrasound is an attractive trigger 

candidate due to its low cost, wide availability, its generation external to the body, and 

its independence from biochemical or physical properties of the tumor. It can be 

focused to small volumes of deep tissue on the order of several cubic millimeters[63] 

to avoid healthy tissue. It is non-ionizing, and does not damage tissue as long as the 

exposure is kept below 720 mW/cm2 [64, 65].  
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The best particles to respond to ultrasound at safe exposure levels are gas-filled 

microbubbles[66] already approved for human use as ultrasound contrast agents [67, 

68].  Ultrasound causes large size fluctuations in microbubbles due to the large density 

difference between the compressible gas and the surrounding water, which induces 

microstreaming of fluid around the microbubble and disrupts nearby membranes [69]. 

Microbubbles can also adiabatically implode (cavitate) producing a shockwave and 

water jets which can penetrate nearby membranes. This causes sonoporation and can 

facilitate delivery of DNA or drugs into cells[68, 70-72].  Significant work has been 

done to employ microbubbles as delivery vehicles in vivo [70, 72] without much 

success [73]. This is likely attributed to extremely short circulation times of 

microbubbles in vivo (3-15 min half-life [73]) and to limited payload capacity.  

Surface loading of a hydrophilic payload, such as DNA, is limited by the 

surface area of the microbubble[74-77] and leaves it exposed to degradation and 

potential immune system recognition. Hydrophobic payloads are carried in limited 

volumes of thickened lipid, polymer, or oil surrounding the microbubble [76, 78] but 

when fragmented the hydrophobic drug will be contained in relatively large lipid 

particles reducing diffusion rates. 

Drug loaded liposomes have been attached to the surface of microbubbles[79], 

however the points of attachment can concentrate shear stress during transport through 

the microvasculature and destabilize the entire particle. Separate drug-loaded 

liposomes and microbubbles can be targeted to the same tissue, but successful delivery 

of the drug depends on very close co-localization of both particles because the 

cavitation shockwave is only effective at disrupting membranes within a few tens of 
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microns. It is unlikely that both particles would be present in sufficient proximity and 

concentration to deliver a therapeutic dose. 

To protect the microbubble and address the challenges described above, the 

microbubble and the payload can be encapsulated together within a protective outer 

liposome membrane shell. Previous efforts to incorporate gas bubbles into liposomes 

have used freeze drying techniques[80] or chemical reactions that create CO2 

microbubbles[81], but have very low yields. They also lack sufficient control over gas 

and payload entrapment, stability, and internal geometry, resulting in a large 

distribution of properties. Such distributions reduce the effectiveness of ultrasound to 

activate the entire population. Premade microbubbles stabilized with a lipid monolayer 

can be made independently using standard probe sonication techniques which 

increases bubble half-life in storage and in vivo. Microbubbles of desired size ranges 

can be collected and subsequently encapsulated in liposomes.  

The most common methods of liposome encapsulation involve exposure to 

vacuum, sonication, heating, and/or extrusion, all of which destroy microbubbles. 

Ethanol injection is gentle enough to allow the microbubbles to survive the 

encapsulation process but produces liposomes too small to encapsulate a 

microbubble[82]. Detergent dialysis methods[83] can make liposomes large enough to 

encapsulate microbubbles and are gentle enough to not destroy them in the process.  

Here we demonstrate a new manufacturing method to reproducibly encapsulate 

and protect premade microbubbles in a liposome as shown schematically in Figure. 

3.1a. This method is similar to detergent dialysis but uses organic solvents to dissolve 

the lipids. A slow diffusive introduction of water allows the lipid membranes to seal 
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and encapsulate the large microbubbles. We refer to these malleable nested structures 

as SHockwavE-Ruptured nanoPayload cArriers (SHERPAs).  
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Figure 3.1 –  SHERPA nested structural design  
(a) A schematic of the nested liposome SHERPA design.  
(b) Fluorescent image of a SHERPA resulting from the described manufacturing 
process. The payload is a small fluorescently labeled lipid membrane.  
(c) A series of sequential pictures taken of the SHERPA showing the microbubble and 
fluorescent lipid payload moving around inside due to Brownian motion. This 
confirms that the microbubble and payload were internal to the outer membrane and 
not just attached to the outside. 

 

Material and Methods 

Materials 

L-α-phosphatidylcholine (EPC) from chicken eggs, distearoyl 

phosphatidylcholine (DSPC), distearoyl phosphatidylethanolamine-methyl 

poly(ethylene glycol) MW5000 (mPEG-DSPE), and cholesterol were purchased from 

Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc. (Alabaster, AL).  1,2-propanediol, glycerol, ethanol, and 

perfluorohexane were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All water was purified using the 

Milli-Q Plus System (Millipore Corporation, Bedford, USA). DiO was purchased 
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from Biotium, Inc. CA. The PBS was purchased from Hyclone Laboratories Inc. 

(Logan, UT). 

 

SHERPA production  

1. Lipid Preparation 

The SHERPAs were manufactured in a two step procedure with the 

microbubbles being formed through a probe sonication process and subsequently 

encapsulated in the outer liposome. The desired payload of nanoparticles or water 

soluble drug can be introduced in Solution 1, Solution 2, or in the PBS used for the 

final encapsulation step. 

 

Solution 1:  Outer Liposome Lipid Solution- 

A 1.5 mL eppendorf tube was filled with 76 µL of EPC in chloroform (26 

mM)(20 mg mL-1) and 10 µl of cholesterol in chloroform (100 mM)(387 mg mL-1). 

The chloroform was removed by evaporation while vortexing under an argon stream. 

125 µL of ethanol was then added and the solution was vortexed at 3200 rpm for 30 

sec. To visualize lipid membranes, 5 µL of 1 mM DiO (Biotium, Hayward, CA) in 

ethanol was added. 

 

Solution 2:  Microbubble Solution- 

A 1.5 mL eppendorf tube was filled with 25 µL of DSPC in chloroform (51 

mM) (40 mg mL-1) and 20 µL mPEG5000-DSPE in chloroform (8.6 mM) (50 mg mL-

1). The chloroform was removed by evaporation while vortexing under an argon 
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stream. Then 450 µL of 1,2-propanediol was added. The solution was vortexed at 

3200 rpm for 30 sec, and then placed in a heating block at 60 °C.  

After 10 minutes, the solution was vortexed at 3200 rpm for 10 sec, and 150 

µL glycerol was added. The solution was gently vortexed for 30 sec, and then placed 

back into the 60 °C heating block. The heating, vortexing cycle was repeated until the 

glycerol was fully mixed in and the solution was homogeneous. This solution was then 

transferred to a 4 ml glass vial with a narrow neck. The neck of the glass vial was 

covered with parafilm to create a barrier and prevent loss of PFH gas during the 

violent sonication process. 

The headspace of the container was filled with perfluorohexane gas using the 

method shown in Figure 3.2 at 25 °C. 0.5 ml of the PFH liquid was first drawn into a 5 

ml syringe. The plunger was then pulled all the way to the back of the syringe leaving 

4.5 ml of air space. The syringe was rotated to coat all the walls of the syringe with the 

PFH several times to encourage fast vaporization of the PFH into the air. The metal 

needle of the syringe was bent at 130° from vertical and the syringe held upright as 

shown in Figure 3.2A. The needle of the syringe was then inserted through the 

parafilm barrier and 4 ml of PFH/air mixture inside the syringe was injected into the 

air space as seen in Figure 3.2B. Care was taken to not inject any liquid PFH into the 

vial. The air that was originally in the vial head space was forced out of the vial 

through the needle track hole made in the parafilm. 

As shown in Figure 3.2C the tip of the probe sonicator (Fisher Scientific 

Model 100 Sonic Membrane Disruptor) was then inserted through the parafilm and 

positioned 1 mm below the surface of the lipid solution. The sonication power used 
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was 25 W for 20 seconds. The temperature of the solution began at 25 °C but 

increased to approximately 40 °C at the end of the sonication. This bubble solution 

was put immediately on ice to help preserve the microbubbles and facilitate the 

formation of lipid sheets. 
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Figure 3.2 – Schematic representation of the manufacturing process for the PFH/air 
mixture filled microbubbles.  
(a) A 5 ml syringe is filled with 0.5 ml of liquid PFH. The PFH is allowed to 
evaporate and mix with the air in the syringe until it reaches equilibrium. The top of 
the glass vial containing the lipid solution is covered with parafilm to reduce gas 
exchange from within the vial to the atmosphere  
(b) The PFH/air mixture is injected into the head space of the vial containing the lipid 
solution. Care is taken to prevent injection of any liquid PFH. The original air that was 
in the vial is displaced through the needle track hole made in the parafilm  
(c) The probe sonicator tip is inserted through the parafilm into the vial and the tip is 
positioned 1 mm below the surface of the lipid solution.  
(d) The probe sonicator is turned on and creates microbubbles which incorporate the 
PFH/air gas mixture in the headspace. These microbubbles are coated with the lipids 
from the solution. 
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2. Microbubble Encapsulation and SHERPA Formation 

After allowing Solution 2 to cool to room temperature, Solution 1 was added 

drop wise to Solution 2 under vortex at 3200 rpm. This new solution was Solution 3.  

1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes were each filled with 200 µL of Solution 3. 100 µL of PBS 

was gently added to the bottom of each tube to initiate the closing of the lipid sheets 

and formation of the SHERPA. After 10 min, the tubes were rotated gently at an angle 

until the bubbles mixed thoroughly throughout the solution. 

 

3. Microbubble Stability 

Figure 3.2D shows that once the sonication process began the only gas that 

could have been incorporated into the forming microbubbles was the PFH/air mixture. 

Control experiments showed greater long term stability for microbubbles made with 

the PFH gas and air mixture over those made with just pure air.  

Allowing the PFH liquid to evaporate into the airspace of the syringe allowed 

the PFH gas to naturally come to equilibrium with the liquid PFH and the atmospheric 

gasses at atmospheric pressure. This process ensured that the PFH gas was present in a 

concentration that provided stability to the microbubble at atmospheric pressure and 

gas composition. Microbubbles made with no PFH would simply dissolve away and 

collapse. If the PFH gas concentration was too high then the PFH would recondense 

into a liquid droplet collapsing the microbubble. If the PFH gas concentration was too 

low then there would be a driving force for nitrogen to leave the microbubble and 

shrink its size to the collapse radius [84, 85].  
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For the purpose of these observational experiments the SHERPA were not 

stabilized with a PFH gas concentration against arterial pressure like the microbubbles 

used for ultrasound contrast imaging. The microbubbles described here were stabilized 

for atmospheric pressure and gas composition because these were the conditions they 

were exposed to while being tested in the ultrasound microscope setup. The 

microbubbles needed to be stabilized only against atmospheric pressure because the 

Laplace pressures on the microbubbles were greatly reduced due to the reduction of 

interfacial tension caused by the lipid coating [86]. For in vivo experiments the 

microbubble manufacturing process described here could be easily modified to have 

the same PFH mixture already developed to stabilize for in vivo pressure conditions 

[84]. 

 

4. Purification 

The desired microbubble-containing liposomes were separated from the empty 

liposomes by gentle centrifugation. The positive buoyancy of the entrapped 

microbubbles caused the actual SHERPAs to rise to the top of the reaction solution 

allowing them to concentrate. A Beckman Coulter Allegra X-15R Centrifuge was used 

at 524 g. The purification was done in an inverted syringe inside a 50 ml tube oriented 

so the SHERPA would rise against the plunger. The subnatant, containing mostly 

empty liposomes, could be expressed and replaced with fresh solution to purify the 

SHERPAs as well as wash them from any unreacted materials or unencapsulated 

payloads.  
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Retention Time of Doxorubicin 

A sample of doxorubicin-loaded SHERPAs (.37 mg/mL DOX) was prepared, 

by dissolving 0.4 mg of doxorubicin hydrochloride (Jinan Wedo Industrial Co., Ltd. 

Shandong Province, China) in the bubble solution. The sample was diluted 1:20 by 

volume in PBS to improve dialysis performance. One sample of SHERPAs without 

DOX was prepared to determine the background fluorescence, and one solution of just 

the equivalent solvents and DOX was used to determine the dialysis rate of DOX. 

Each sample (250 μL) was dialyzed against 1 L PBS using Spectra/Por 

cellulose ester membrane tubing with a molecular weight cutoff of 1MDa. The 1 MDa 

pore size was chosen because it was much larger than the DOX molecule, allowing 

unrestricted diffusion across the membrane. The smallest liposomes manufactured 

were too large to pass through these membrane pores so all of the liposomes were 

retained. When measuring drug retention time it was crucial that the dialysis rate was 

much faster than the SHERPA leakage rate, so the DOX would not build up in the 

fluid surrounding the liposomes inside the dialysis tubing. For each measurement, the 

relative concentration of doxorubicin within the dialysis tubing was determined by 

measuring the fluorescence with the TECAN Infinite 200 plate reader (Männedorf, 

Switzerland).  The excitation and emission wavelengths were 475 and 595 nm 

respectively. The DOX-loaded SHERPA were analyzed at times 0, 0.5 hrs, 2 hrs, 6 

hrs, and 24 hrs. For each time point, a separate sample was dialyzed. 
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Encapsulation Efficiency of IgG 

To load the SHERPAs, mouse IgG was dissolved into the microbubble 

solution (solution 2) before the addition of water caused outer membrane sealing. A 

sandwich ELISA was used to assay the amount of free IgG. A detailed protocol is 

included in the supplementary material. The background signal was determined by an 

identical sample with no IgG.  For a positive control, IgG was added to the outside of 

this sample. Alternate liposomes were prepared by hydrating a lipid film with a 

solution containing IgG.   

The difference between the sample and the positive control was taken to be the 

amount encapsulated. The percent encapsulation was calculated by dividing the 

difference by the background-adjusted positive control. 

 

SHERPA characterization 

1. Phagocyte uptake experiments 

1.1. Macrophage Culture 

J774A.1 mouse macrophages were purchased from American Type Culture 

Collection (ATCC) Manassas, VA, USA.  Cells were cultured in a 75 cm2 flask with 

DMEM containing 10% Fetal Bovine Serum, glutamate and penicillin-streptomycin 

antibiotics (all purchased from Gibco, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). SHERPAs and 

fluorescent beads (FluoSpheres, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) were incubated with the 

macrophages for 1 hr.   
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1.2 Dendritic Cell Culture 

Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells (PBMCs) were isolated from the blood of normal 

volunteers (San Diego Blood Bank) over a Ficoll-Hypaque (Amersham Biosciences, 

Uppsala, Sweden) density gradient. To generate dendritic cells (DCs), PBMCs were 

allowed to adhere to culture plates for 1h. The non-adherent cells were washed off and 

the adherent cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 2 mM L-

glutamine (GIBCO-BRL Life Technologies; Grand Island, NY, USA), 50 mM 2-

mercaptoethanol (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA), 10 mM HEPES (GIBCO-BRL), 

penicillin (100 U/mL),streptomycin (100mg/mL) (GIBCO-BRL) and 5% human AB 

serum (Gemini Bio Products West Sacramento, CA, USA), supplemented with 1000 U 

GM-CSF/mL (Cardinal Health, Dublin, OH, USA) and 200U IL-4/mL (R&D 

Systems, Minneapolis, MN ) at days 0, 2, and 4. Immature DCs were harvested on 

days 5-7. These N178 human dendritic cells were incubated with SHERPAs for 1 hr, 

and FITC-dextran (IVGND1845, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) was used as a positive 

control.  Results were analyzed with FACS using the FACSCalibur system (BD 

Biosciences, San Jose, CA) and fluorescence microscopy.  

 

RESULTS 

SHERPA Structure 

The dialysis-based manufacturing process described above produced the 

desired SHERPA structure consisting of a nested 5 µm liposome containing a 1 µm 

microbubble as shown schematically in Figure 3.1a and with fluorescence microscopy 

in Figure 3.1b. The Brownian motion of the microbubble and payload of the SHERPA 
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was contained entirely within the outer membrane as shown in a series of sequential 

pictures in Figure 3.1c. These structures were observed to be stable for several days. 

 

SHERPA Production 

1. Microbubble Formation 

The probe sonication of the heated glycerol and 1,2-propanediol mixture 

containing dissolved DSPC and mPEG5000-DSPE successfully created microbubbles 

coated with a stabilizing lipid monolayer. This increased their resistance to the 

subsequent introduction of ethanol. DSPC was chosen because its long saturated tails 

result in a high Tc of 55 ºC. The brush layer created by the mPEG5000-DSPE helped 

increase SHERPA stability by preventing microbubbles from merging with each other 

and the outer liposome membrane. Perfluorohexane was chosen as the gas due to its 

established biocompatibility and low water solubility which increased the microbubble 

stability[77]. The high viscosity environment of the glycerol and 1,2-propanediol 

increased the concentration of microbubbles (~108/mL) by reducing their direct 

physical contact until they reached a more stable state. 

 

2. Microbubble Encapsulation  

The addition of the ethanol solution containing the egg PC lipid, cholesterol, 

and the lipophilic dye DiO to the microbubble solution drop wise under high vortex 

created lipid structures that intermixed with the microbubbles as shown in Figure 3.3a. 

These structures appear to be unclosed lipid sheets whose free ends were stable under 

these solvent conditions. The viscosity of the solvent was important because it slowed 
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the diffusion of added water into the region of these lipid sheets, making their free 

ends slowly unstable over several minutes. The increasing instability of the free ends 

caused the sheets to seal with themselves and neighboring sheets encapsulating the 

intervening microbubbles to form SHERPAs as shown in Figure 3.3b. Figure 3.3c 

shows a magnified view with several SHERPAs present. Egg PC was chosen because 

its very low transition temperature (Tc) of -15 ºC increased the flexibility and fluidity 

of the outer membrane, allowing the lipid sheets to seal. The flexibility could also help 

increase particle circulation time by allowing easier passage through the 

microvasculature. The cholesterol amount was optimized to increase stability of the 

outer liposome and improve drug retention time. Some of the mPEG5000-DSPE from 

the microbubble solution was also incorporated into the outer membrane. This was 

demonstrated by preventing charge interactions between SHERPAs doped with 

positively charged DOTAP lipid and cell surfaces. SHERPAs that were doped with 

DOTAP but did not have mPEG5000-DSPE attached readily to the surface of HUVEC 

cells. This indicates that the external surface of the SHERPAs were PEGylated and 

able to maintain a steric separation from the cells. This property is crucial to 

prolonging in vivo circulation time.  

The large microbubbles shown in Figure 3.3a disapeared in Figure 3.3b and 

3.3c because the added water made the solution less viscous. The larger bubbles 

floated quickly to the top, where they aggregated and destabilized. The 1-2 µm 

diameter microbubbles of choice rose more slowly and were much more stable when 

exposed to increasing concentrations of water in the formation process. 
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Encapsulation and Retention Time of Doxorubicin 

One fundamental property of a drug delivery vehicle is its ability to contain its 

payload while in transit. The outer lipid membrane sheets of the SHERPA which close 

around the microbubble must seal to encapsulate a drug such as doxorubicin (DOX). 

DOX is currently dose limited by its cardiotoxic side effects, especially when 

administered systemically in free form [3, 87, 88]. DOX can be incorporated into the 

SHERPAs by its addition to the bubble solution, or to the water during the final 

formation step. The concentration of the DOX inside the SHERPA is the same as the 

concentration of the drug in these preparation solutions because this solution is 

encapsulated within the SHERPA along with the microbubbles. The SHERPA can be 

loaded with higher concentrations of DOX by using higher concentrations in the 

preparation solutions.  
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Figure 3.3 – SHERPA formation.  
(a) The fluorescently labeled lipid structures mixed with the microbubbles shown 
before the final water addition step during SHERPA formation. The lipid structures 
appear to be open sheets whose free ends are stable under these mixed solvent 
conditions of glycerol, 1,2-propanediol, and ethanol. 
(b) After addition of water to the microbubble and ethanol mixture shown in Figure 
3.3a, the open free ends of the lipid sheets become energetically unstable and they seal 
with themselves and with the free ends of surrounding sheets encapsulating the 
intervening microbubbles. This magnification level is the same as in Figure 3.3a.  
(c) This shows a close up of the SHERPAs just after formation. 
 
 

The encapsulation of DOX is shown in Figure 3.4a. The retention time of free 

DOX was determined by dialyzing DOX-loaded SHERPAs against PBS, and 

measuring the DOX concentration over time from the fluid within the dialysis tubing. 

For passively loaded DOX, the release followed an exponential decay with tight 

correlation. The retention half-life was 4.74 hours, and is in good agreement with the 

literature for other liposomes loaded with free DOX [89]. In the future, the retention 

time of DOX can be increased 10 times or more from this value by inducing the DOX 

to form crystals inside the liposomes by using proper pH gradients [89].  
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Figure 3.4 – SHERPA payload loading.  
(a) Demonstration of doxorubicin loading. Red fluorescence from entrapped 
doxorubicin can be seen as a diffuse sphere. This liposome also contains a 
microbubble shown by the dark inner circle. 
(b) Efficient loading of a macromolecule, IgG, was demonstrated and quantified using 
ELISA. Other liposomes were prepared by standard methods for comparison.  

 

Encapsulation Efficiency of Microbubbles and Biomolecules 

To evaluate the encapsulation efficiency of the SHERPA, mouse IgG was used 

as a model large biomolecule payload. An ELISA was performed to calculate the 

percent loading of IgG (150 kD, ~5 nm) into the SHERPAs. The samples were added 

directly to capture antibodies after formation, to minimize experimental error. Only 

free IgG was accessible to bind capture antibodies and contributed to the ELISA 

signal. The mean percentage of the entire volume of the preparation solution that was 

encapsulated within the SHERPA outer liposome was 16%. This was high for passive 

entrapment and much higher than the 2.5% measured for the liposomes prepared by 

thin film hydration [90] as shown in Figure 3.4b. This is likely due to the larger size of 
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the SHERPA liposomes and the fact that the lipids sheets are well suspended with the 

payload before sealing. 

The encapsulation efficiency of the microbubbles into the SHERPA outer 

liposomes was lower (1-5%) because the IgG was small enough to fit into any sized 

SHERPA but the microbubbles were on the micron size and could only fit into the 

larger liposomes. However, these microbubble-containing SHERPAs were easily 

separated from the empty liposomes by buoyancy driven methods, since the 

microbubble inside reduces the overall density of the SHERPA compared to empty 

liposomes and bulk solution. 

 

SHERPA Interaction with Ultrasound  

1. Ultrasound Intensity Level of 1.5 MPa 

The custom built high speed ultrasound microscope setup described in the 

methods section was used to observe the interaction of the fluorescently labeled 

SHERPA with ultrasound. Cavitation of the internal microbubble was observed at 

ultrasound intensity levels of 1.5 MPa as shown in Figure 3.5a. Here the microbubble 

underwent a violent implosion producing a shockwave that fragmented the fluorescent 

lipid outer membrane into a cloud of fine debris. It is important to note that an empty 

liposome was present right next to the SHERPA as shown in Figure 3.5a frame 1. This 

empty liposome contained no microbubble and was exposed to the same ultrasound 

pulse that cavitated the SHERPA, but had no visible reaction or disruption of the 

membrane. This shows that the ultrasound exposures required to cavitate the 

microbubbles would not harm the membranes of cells even in the focal zone. This 
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localized effect of the cavitation on surrounding membranes illustrates the importance 

of the co-localization of the liposome and microbubble. A jet of debris material was 

also ejected from the site of cavitation as seen in frame 3 of the sequence. Fluid 

ejection is a well documented mode of microbubble cavitation[91].  

 

2. Ultrasound Intensity Levels Below 1 MPa 

A second mode of interaction between SHERPAs and ultrasound at levels 

below 1 MPa was observed in which the microbubble did not undergo cavitation, but 

instead had a less violent response. The size modulation of the bubble initiated an 

opening and unfolding of the SHERPA outer membrane as shown in Figure 3.5b, 

probably due in part to microstreaming[91]. These free ends made the open membrane 

an unstable high energy structure.  

 

3. Localized SHERPA Activation 

The localized activation of SHERPA only near the focal region of the 

ultrasound was demonstrated in an agar tissue phantom using a biotin/avidin binding 

scheme.  An agar gel was prepared with a 1 mm diameter channel molded through the 

center to simulate a blood vessel which was coated with avidin. SHERPAs were made 

with DSPE-PEG2000-Biotin so the biotin was present on both the inner and outer 

surface of the SHERPA outer membrane. Biotins on the outside of the SHERPA were 

blocked by incubation with an excess of free avidin. The outer membrane was stained 

with DiO for visualization and the SHERPAs were introduced into the channel. The 

agar blocks were then insonified with focused ultrasound of various intensities. The 
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control agar block showed very little nonspecific binding of the SHERPA to the walls 

of the channel after being washed with water as shown in Figure 3.5c. Low intensity 

ultrasound ruptured the SHERPA only in the focal region, creating fluorescent 

membrane fragments with exposed free biotin that was originally on the inner leaflet 

of the SHERPA membrane. These fragments were then able to bind to the avidin 

coated walls of the channel allowing them to remain on the channel surface after it 

was flushed with water. Higher intensity ultrasound ruptured a larger number of 

SHERPA resulting in a higher fluorescent signal as well as creating a larger region of 

activation. 

 

SHERPA Stability in Biological Fluids 

SHERPA stability was evaluated by dilution into a blood sample followed by 

fluorescent microscopy. Intact SHERPAs were observed for up to two hours. 

Brownian motion caused the SHERPAs to interact with the surrounding red blood 

cells (RBCs), demonstrating their membrane flexibility. Much like the cells, they 

appeared to change their shape to pack closely with neighboring groups of RBCs a 

shown in Figure 3.6a. The flexibility can potentially help reduce uptake from the 

spleen by mimicking the ability of RBCs to squeeze through the filtration system. No 

attachment or clotting induction of the SHERPAs on the RBCs was observed.  
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Figure 3.5 – Interaction of SHERPA with Ultrasound.  
(a) Sequence of images showing a cavitation mode of ultrasound interaction with a 
SHERPA. Frame 1 shows the SHERPA before ultrasound exposure. Frame 2 shows 
the very onset of ultrasound exposure. Frame 3 shows the results just after the 
microbubble cavitation event creating a cloud of fluorescent debris. A jet of material 
has shot out from the main debris cloud. Frame 4 shows the diffusion of the membrane 
fragments 1.2 seconds after the cavitation event.  
(b) Sequence of images showing a popping type mode of SHERPA interaction with 
ultrasound. Frame 1 shows the SHERPA with its fluorescent outer membrane before 
exposure to ultrasound. Frame 2 shows the very onset of ultrasound exposure. Frame 3 
shows the SHERPA membrane popping open on the lower right hand side and 
beginning to open up. Frame 4 shows the SHERPA fully opened up.  
(c) Images of ultrasound activation of SHERPA in simulated blood vessel channel 
within an agar block. The channel was coated with avidin and the SHERPA were 
functionalized with biotin. The biotin on the outside of the SHERPA was blocked with 
free avidin The control showed very little nonspecific binding of the fluorescently 
labeled SHERPA to the surface of the channel. Insonification with focused ultrasound 
ruptured SHERPA in the focal region allowing the biotin on the inside to bind to the 
surface of the channel. Higher intensity focused ultrasound created more activation 
and widened the range of SHERPA rupture causing larger deposition. 
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Macrophage Uptake of SHERPA 

An effective drug carrier must be able avoid clearance by phagocytes for a 

sufficient period of time to reach its target. This nested design has a smooth PEG 

coated outer surface which presents less of a target for the immune system. J774 

mouse macrophages were used to model the uptake of particles and liposomes 

fabricated by our method. SHERPA membranes were labeled green, and red 

Fluosphere beads were used as a positive control to show that the incubation solution 

did not inhibit the function of the macrophage. After 1 hr of incubation, macrophages 

were inspected by fluorescence microscopy. Figure 3.6b shows strong macrophage 

uptake of red Fluospheres with no visible phagocytosis of SHERPAs.  

SHERPAs were also incubated with N178 human dendritic cells and analyzed by 

FACS and fluorescence microscopy. The FITC-dextran control was contained within 

96.9% of cells, whereas only 3.49% of cells contained fluorescently labeled 

SHERPAs. Scatter data showed no evidence of cell death. This indicates the 

possibility that the SHERPAs will have a low clearance rate from the immune system. 
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Figure 3.6 – SHERPA in vitro behavior.  
(a) SHERPA interaction with red blood cells. The outer membrane of the SHERPA is 
very flexible and allows it to change shape so as to achieve close packing with 
surrounding red blood cells as shown through this sequence of pictures. The only 
driving force for this is Brownian motion.  
(b) Three J774 macrophages have engulfed nearly all the fluospheres (red).  No 
liposomes (green) can be seen inside the macrophages. 
 

Discussion 

The SHERPA nested geometry has several attractive features as a drug 

delivery vehicle. The smooth continuous outer liposome with its PEG coating protects 

the internal microbubble and payload from degradation, reduces immune system 

recognition, and creates far greater loading capacity than microbubbles alone. The 

surface-to-volume ratio is far less than that of nanoliposomes which allows higher 

surface densities of targeting ligands to be used to increase targeting efficiency 

without the risk of receptor saturation. The materials used in the construction of 

SHERPAs are bioresorbable and the perfluorocarbon gas can be cleared through 

exhalation.  
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The SHERPA are intended for intravenous injection which allows the 

SHERPA and the payload to penetrate every region of the tumor where the vasculature 

reaches, as opposed to an intratumoral injection where the SHERPA would be limited 

in their mobility from the injection site. The flexibility of the outer membrane can 

mimic the flexibility of red blood cell membranes and could help to increase 

circulation time of the SHERPA by allowing easier passage through the 

microvasculature. The SHERPA drug delivery vehicles themselves are not meant to 

extravasate from circulation into the tumor tissue. The main role of the SHERPA is to 

bring a highly concentrated payload into the tumor region through the vasculature. The 

payloads consisting of therapeutic nanoparticles or drug molecules are capable of 

extravasation once released from the SHERPA, especially inside the tumor region due 

to the “leaky” vasculature. The release of payload from the SHERPA located in the 

vasculature of the tumor will expose both the endothelial cells and the tumor tissue 

itself to the payload. Future work will explore the circulation time of these particles 

and the effect of focused ultrasound on payload delivery from the circulating particles 

to selected tissue regions. 

The nested SHERPA structure always keeps the microbubble, large payload, 

and cell membrane in close proximity, increasing the chance for sonoporation[92] 

which is initiated by the cavitation event. Simultaneous pore formation in the cell 

membrane and release of high concentrations of payload in the same region could 

allow payload to travel down its concentration gradient into the cells, bypassing the 

need for endocytosis, and endosomal escape. With the resolution of focused 

ultrasound on the order of several cubic millimeters, SHERPAs residing in 
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surrounding healthy tissue will be unaffected. They will break down gradually, 

diluting their payloads into the blood stream, making cellular delivery much less 

effective, and preventing accumulation of the drug[92]. This sonoporation effect may 

also occur during non-cavitation microbubble interactions from the microstreaming of 

fluid around the microbubble[91]. Transient holes formed in the cell surface can be on 

the order of 100 nm in diameter and allow for payload uptake to occur over several 

minutes[93]. 

 

Conclusions 

 Here we have demonstrated a process for consistent production of liposomes 

containing stabilized microbubbles. Though the overall structure is new, the outer 

liposome is amenable to standard functionalization and modifications well 

documented in the literature. These can increase their preferential accumulation in 

tumor sites to achieve maximum SHERPA concentration at the moment when the 

region is selectively insonified with ultrasound. This allows for both spatial and 

temporal control over activation with a burst release of a highly concentrated payload 

making these particles promising for in vivo studies.  
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Abstract 

  

Sonoporation is a widely used technique which uses microbubbles and 

ultrasound to increase the efficiency of DNA transfection into cells and is being 

considered to facilitate drug delivery in vivo. The microbubble cavitation events 

produce a shockwave that creates 100 nm sized holes in the cell membrane which 

allows diffusion of outside DNA and particles into the cell. Here we demonstrate that 

the effect of the shockwave on the cell membrane goes far beyond just the poration 

hole formation and can extend out 24-26 µm cell membrane away from the bubble 

itself across the. This was determined by monitoring the removal of fluorescent non-

echogenic liposomes from the surface of single cells after nearby microbubble 

cavitation events. The extended shear stress experienced across the cell membrane has 

implication for microbubble design both in vitro DNA transfection and in vivo drug 

delivery applications especially when dealing with shear sensitive cells such as 

endothelial cells. 

 

Introduction 

Transfection of DNA into mammalian cells to change genetic expression has 

become a major tool for biological and pharmaceutical research and in industry. DNA 

itself is rarely taken up by mammalian cells due to the large size of the DNA and the 

various membranes and barriers created by the cell[94]. Several methods have been 

developed to facilitate the transfer of DNA across the cell membrane with successful 
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expression of that DNA including the use of viral vectors[95], cationic liposome 

fusion[94], microinjection directly into the cells[96], optoporation[97], and 

electroporation[98]. Concerns exist about the efficiency of using these techniques to 

transfect large populations of cells and about the extra DNA information that is 

necessarily delivered when using viral vectors[99]. 

Another technique known as sonoporation uses ultrasound to physically create 

small ruptures in cell membranes[99, 100]. These holes allow the DNA, or other 

agents of interest, to passively flow down their concentration gradient into the cell. 

The transfection efficiency of sonoporation can be increased significantly when 

microbubbles are incubated with the cells during the ultrasound exposure[100]. This 

allows large populations of cells to be efficiently transfected as well as avoid the 

introduction of unnecessary DNA.  

The microbubbles interact with the cells under various mechanisms when 

exposed to ultrasound. The first major class of interaction is the induction of size 

changes in the microbubble diameter as it compresses and expands with the 

compression and rarefaction of the ultrasound pulse[101]. This oscillation can cause 

micro-streaming to occur around the microbubble edges[102] and can disrupt cell 

membranes[102, 103].  

When the microbubble shell stiffness and size allow resonate interaction with 

the ultrasound to occur the microbubble can undergo a violent implosion event, known 

as cavitation, which sends out a shockwave intense enough to open transient holes in 

cell membranes[104]. These holes can be on the order of 100nm in diameter and 

remain effectively open for up to 20 seconds[105]. This allows large molecules to 
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enter the cells following passive diffusion[105, 106]. The cavitation event has been 

shown to cause the formation of chemically reactive species including free radicals, 

and light which can extend into the UV and soft X-ray spectrum[107] all of which 

could affect living cells. 

 Although much work has been done to show the size and lifetime of the holes 

generated in the membranes, little is known about how the rest of the cell membrane is 

affected. Scanning electron microscopy has been conducted on the surface of cells 

after cavitation exposures showing indentations and ruptures in cell membranes[108] 

but the preparation process needed for the microscopy techniques alters the membrane 

and makes it difficult to understand the full extent of cavitation shockwave effects on 

the whole cell. It is also not possible to know how many cavitation events were near 

the cell at the time of exposure.  

Information about how much of the cell surface is affected can be used in the 

transfection application to tailor microbubble properties to have less affect on cells 

while still efficiently causing sonoporation. The extent of cellular effect and damage is 

also important to understand from the drug delivery standpoint. The use of 

microbubbles as facilitators of sonoporation for drug delivery applications is currently 

being explored for in vivo applications[109]. Understanding the extent of influence the 

microbubble cavitation has on the entire cell membrane is important to design the 

delivery system to produce the desired level of damage and effect on the cells. This is 

of particular interest for endothelial cells which are the mostly likely to interact with 

the delivery vehicle. 
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The focus of this study was to determine the extent of the disruption to whole 

cell membranes from nearby microbubble cavitation events. To do this, non-echogenic 

liposomes were targeted to the surface of adherent endothelial cells to act as cell 

membrane surface markers. Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVEC) were 

chosen because of their ability to express the αvβ3 integrin on their surface[110] 

which can be targeted with cyclic RGD[111] and because endothelial cells are the 

most applicable cell type for drug delivery applications. The removal of targeted 

liposomes from the surface of the cell due to nearby microbubble cavitation was 

monitored using fluorescence microscopy allowing the extent of the blast region to be 

measured. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Materials 

L-α-phosphatidylcholine (EPC) from chicken eggs, distearoyl 

phosphatidylcholine (DSPC), distearoyl phosphatidylethanolamine-methyl 

poly(ethylene glycol) MW5000 (mPEG-DSPE), and cholesterol were purchased from 

Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc. (Alabaster, AL).  1,2-propanediol, glycerol, ethanol, and 

perfluorohexane were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All water was purified using the 

Milli-Q Plus System (Millipore Corporation, Bedford, USA). DiO was purchased 

from Biotium, Inc. CA. The PBS was purchased from Hyclone Laboratories Inc. 

(Logan, UT). Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVEC) were purchased 

from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) (Manassas, VA, USA). EBM-2 

was purchased from Lonza Inc. The trypsin (.25% T / 2.21 mM EDTA) was purchased 
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from Mediatech Inc. (Manassas,VA, USA). The penicillin-streptomycin used in the 

EBM-2 media was purchased from Gibco (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, USA). The 

fetal bovine serum used in the EBM-2 media solution was purchased from Hyclone 

(Logan, UT, USA). 

 

cRGD Lipid Conjugation 

The cRGD lipid construct was created by first adding 0.805µl of 10x PBS to 

7.244µl of 25mg/ml cRGD stock. Then 20.55µl of 2mg/ml Traut's Reagent was added 

and incubated for 20 min on a shaker to activate the cysteine residue. Separately, an 

88.24µl aliquot of 3.4 mM DSPE-peg10k-malimide (in chloroform) was dried under 

an argon stream and then resuspended in 88.24µl of PBS. The activated cRGD was 

then added to this solution and incubated for 1.5 h on shaker. 

A 30kD microcon filter was used to purify and concentrate the lipid conjugate 

product beginning with 3 washes of 200µl PBS with a centrifuge rate of 12,000 rcf for 

5 min. The final lipid concentration was 3-5mM by concentrating the product to 60-

100ul. 

 

HUVEC Culture 

The HVEC cells were cultured with EBM-2 media with pen/strep from 

Hyclone and 10% FBS From Invitrogen. At around 80% confluency the adherent cells 

were detached from the expansion flask using Trypsin (.25% T / 2.21 mM EDTA). 

The cells were them plated out onto Lab-Tek II Chamber Slide 8 well chamber slides 

from Thermo Scientific at a density of 3000 cells per well in 300 µl of EBM-2 media. 
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These low densities were used to make sure the cells would be continuously 

expanding and not reaching near confluence to avoid any suppression of αvβ3 integrin 

expression by the cells. It also ensured that the cells would be spatially isolated from 

one another so the microbubble cavitation events would affect only single cells. 

 

Liposome preparation with Microbubbles 

Liposomes were prepared along with the microbubbles using an encapsulation 

method fully described in chapter 3. This method was chosen because large payloads 

can be encapsulated within these liposomes making them of interest for drug delivery. 

The liposomes used for these experiments were empty making them non-echogenic so 

when isolated by themselves they would not be influenced by the ultrasound. The 

manufacturing process consisted of a two step procedure with the microbubbles being 

formed through a probe sonication process and subsequently mixed with lipid sheets 

which closed to form empty liposomes.  

 

Microbubble Solution- 

A 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube was filled with 25 µL of DSPC in chloroform (51 

mM) (40 mg mL-1) and 20 µL mPEG5000-DSPE in chloroform (8.6 mM) (50 mg mL-

1). The chloroform was removed by evaporation while vortexing under an argon 

stream. Then 450 µL of 1,2-propanediol was added. The solution was vortexed at 

3200 rpm for 30 sec, and then placed in a heating block at 60 °C.  

After 10 minutes, the solution was vortexed at 3200 rpm for 10 sec, and 150 

µL glycerol was added. The solution was gently vortexed for 30 sec, and then placed 
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back into the 60 °C heating block. The heating, vortexing cycle was repeated until the 

glycerol was fully mixed in and the solution was homogeneous. 

The headspace of the container was filled with perfluorohexane gas. A probe 

sonicator (Fisher Scientific Model 100 Sonic Membrane Disruptor) was operated at 

the liquid/gas interface in short pulses to produce microbubbles. The sonication power 

used was 25 W. The bubble solution was put immediately on ice. Perfluorohexane was 

chosen as the gas to fill the microbubbles due to its low water solubility which 

increased the incubation half life of the microbubbles with the cells themselves 

Liposome Lipid Solution- 

A 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube was filled with 76 µL of EPC in chloroform (26 

mM)(20 mg mL-1) and 10 µl of cholesterol in chloroform (100 mM)(387 mg mL-1). 

The chloroform was removed by evaporation while vortexing under an argon stream. 

125 µL of ethanol was then added and the solution was vortexed at 3200 rpm for 30 

sec. To visualize lipid membranes, 5 µL of 1 mM DiO (Biotium, Hayward, CA) in 

ethanol was added. To allow targeting to the αvβ3 integrin 16 µl of the 4mM cRGD 

lipid construct described above was added to constitute 40% of the final pegylated 

lipid content in the liposome. 

Liposome and Microbubble Formation 

After allowing the microbubble solution to cool to room temperature, the 

liposome solution was added drop wise to the microbubbles under vortex at 3200 rpm.  
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1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes were each filled with 200 µL of this mixed solution. 

100 µL of PBS was gently added to the bottom of each tube to initiate the closing of 

the lipid sheets and formation of the liposomes. After 10 min, the tubes were rotated 

gently at an angle until the bubbles mixed thoroughly throughout the solution. 

This produced both microbubbles and liposomes which had cRGD on their 

surfaces. 

 

Liposome and Microbubble targeting to cells 

The EBM-2 media was removed from the adherent HUVECs in the chamber 

slides and replaced with the microbubble/liposome solution described above for 2 min. 

This gave the cRGD targeted liposomes and microbubbles enough time to adhere to 

the surface of the live cells. Non-adhered liposomes and microbubbles were washed 

away with PBS and the chambers and rubber sealing gasket were removed from the 

chamber slide to allow a glass coverslip to be placed on top for imaging. 

 

Imaging and Ultrasound Notification 

The slide and coverslip were imaged and insonified using a custom built 

system described in chapter 5. Briefly, the system used a water tank to couple the 

ultrasound to the cell samples. Ultrasound was generated with a submersible 

Panametrics 2.25 MHz transducer (V305-Su, 1” spherical-focus) using a Panametrics 

BCU -58 - 6W waterproof connector cable. A needle hydrophone from Onda 

Corporation (HNP-0400  Broadband Needle Hydrophone AH - 2020-100  with 

hydrophone pre amp, 50kHz - 100 MHz, 0 +20 db.) was used to measure the sound 
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field, and a Photron FASTCAM 1024 PCI acquired the image sequences. The 

National Instruments PCI 5412 arbitrary waveform generator was used to create 

different waveforms and was controlled using a custom designed LabVIEW 8.2 

program. A 300 W amplifier from Vox Technologies (model number VTC2057574) 

was used to create acoustic intensities at the focal region of up to 1.6 MPa.  

The glass slide containing the cells was placed at the air water interface so that 

a Nikon 100X oil immersion objective could be used for fluorescent imaging. The 

ultrasound was pointed to focus at the bottom of the glass slide. The glass attenuated 

the ultrasound intensity but transmitted enough energy to cause cavitation of the 

microbubbles without causing visible disturbance to non-echogenic liposome 

membranes or cell membranes (see chapter 3).  

 

Results 

Cavitation Effect From a Single Microbubble on a Single Cell 

The effect of a single microbubble on a single cell has been documented as 

shown in Figure 4.1a-d. Figure 4.1a shows the bright field image of an adherent 

HUVEC cell and attached microbubble before exposure to ultrasound. The 

microbubble is pointed out by the arrow and was identified by its unique lensing effect 

which caused different distortions in various focal planes and also the creation of 

bright spots of focused light when illuminated with white light. The outline of the cell 

is visible as the dark outline. Figure 4.1b shows the fluorescent image of the HUVEC 

cell before exposure to ultrasound. The fluorescent cRGD targeted non-echogenic 

liposomes have adhered to the surface of the cell and show its exact outline. Figure 
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4.1c shows the cell after exposure to the focused ultrasound. The microbubble is gone 

and fluorescent liposomes have been removed from almost half the surface of the cell. 

The cell has not been blasted apart because the left-hand side of the cell is still intact 

and there is still a faint visible outline of the right-hand side of the cell indicating that 

the right side is still largely intact. The cavitation event created by the collapsing 

microbubble was powerful enough to partially detach this cell from the substrate 

casing a rotational translation. The image has been reregistered to align the cell with 

its original orientation. Figure 4.1d shows which liposomes have been removed by the 

cavitation shockwave as the red colored regions. This figure was generated by taking 

the difference between Figure 4.1b and 4.1c, increasing the contrast of this difference 

image until it was just white or black pixels, color mapping the white pixels to red, 

and then overlaying the red image on top of the original pre-ultrasound image shown 

in Figure 4.1b. The blast region, as defined by the region of removed liposomes, can 

be estimated by drawing the blue circle around the red region as shown. In this case 

the blast region measures at 49 µm in diameter.   

The effect of a single microbubble cavitation event on a smaller sized HUVEC 

cell is shown in Figure 4.1g-j. Here the microbubble is pointed out by the arrow in 

Figure 4.1g. The before and after images show that just the top section of the cell was 

affected by the cavitation event. The blast radius measured here was smaller than the 

other cells at 12 µm. This may be due to the thin narrow geometry of the cell where 

the microbubble was out on the periphery and the rest of the cell was shielded by the 

large bright lipid cluster. This demonstrates that the effect is still localized, even on 

small cells.  
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Cavitation Effect from Multiple Microbubbles of Different Sizes on a Single Cell 

The effect of multiple microbubbles on the surface of a cell has been 

documented as shown in Figure 4.1e-f. Figure 4.1e shows the pre-ultrasound bright 

field image of an adherent HUVEC cell along with 3 large microbubbles and a fourth 

smaller microbubble at the top of the cell as pointed out by the arrows. Figure 4.1f 

shows the fluorescent image of the cell showing the adherence of the fluorescent non-

echogenic liposomes around the edge of the cell. The microbubbles are still visible 

due to a small amount of white light that is allowed through the objective. Figure 4.1g 

shows the cell after exposure to ultrasound. The cell remained adherent to the 

substrate and did not undergo any translations. The fluorescent liposomes have been 

removed from the upper third of the cell. Figure 4.1h shows the liposomes that were 

removed as the red regions. This figure was generated in the same manner as Figure 

4.1d. The blast region on the cell itself can be estimated by the blue circle and has a 

diameter of 46 µm. 
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Figure 4.1 – a-d Single microbubble interaction with a single cell, e-f Multiple 
microbubbles of different sizes interacting with a single cell. 

a. Bright field image of an adherent HUVEC cell before ultrasound exposure 
showing the single adhered microbubble pointed out by the arrow. This 
microbubble had a diameter of 3 µm. 

b. Fluorescent image of the same cell as above showing the fluorescent liposomes 
outlining the edge of adhered HUVEC cell before ultrasound exposure. These 
liposomes have been targeted to the surface of the cell using cRGD to attach to 
the αvβ3 integrin expressed on the cell surface 

c. Fluorescent image of the same cell as above after ultrasound exposure. The 
microbubble has cavitated and the resulting shockwave removed fluorescent 
liposomes from half the surface of the cell 

d. The red regions of this image show the liposomes that were removed from the 
original pre-ultrasound picture shown in Figure 4.1b. The blue circle shows the 
blast region as defined by the removal of the liposomes. In this case the blast 
region measures at 49 µm in diameter 

e. Bright field image of another adhered HUVEC cell with the attached 
microbubbles of different sizes pointed out by the arrows before ultrasound 
exposure. The top most microbubble had a diameter of 4 µm and the other 
three microbubbles had diameters ranging from 6-9 µm. 

f. Fluorescent image of the same HUVEC cell as above before ultrasound 
exposure showing the fluorescent adhered liposomes around the edge. 

g. Fluorescent image of the same HUVEC cell as above after ultrasound exposure 
showing fluorescent liposomes being removed from the upper third of the cell. 

h. The red regions of this image show the liposomes that were removed from the 
original pre-ultrasound picture shown in Figure 4.1f. The blue circle shows the 
blast region and measures at 46 µm in diameter 

i. Brightfield image of a much smaller HUVEC cell attached to just one 
microbubbles as pointed out by the arrow. 

j. Fluorescent image of the same HUVEC cell as above before ultrasound 
exposure showing the fluorescent adhered liposomes all across the surface of 
the cell 

k. Fluorescent image of the same HUVEC cell as above after ultrasound exposure 
showing fluorescent liposomes being removed from the upper portion of the 
cell. 

l. The red regions of this image show the liposomes that were removed from the 
original pre-ultrasound picture shown in Figure 4.1j. The blue circle shows the 
blast region and measures at 12 µm in diameter. 
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Discussion 

The effect of a single microbubble on a single cell is shown in Figure 4.1d 

indicating that a large portion of the cell surface was affected by the cavitation 

shockwave beyond just punching small holes in the membrane. The removal of 

attached liposomes shows that the shockwave reaches out at least 24 µm from the 

microbubble itself across the cell surface. This surface disruption is important to 

consider when dealing with cells which are sensitive to surface shear stress, such as 

these HUVECs, which can alter their gene expression upon exposure to shear 

stress[112]. The changing gene expression could change the affect of potentially 

delivered payload on the cells. 

The effect of multiple microbubbles of different sizes on the cell shown in 

Figure 4.1h and appears to be quite similar to the cell with the single microbubble 

shown in Figure 4.1d interims of overall blast radius despite the fact that there were 

more microbubbles. This may be due to a resonance effect that the 2.25 MHz 

ultrasound had on the microbubbles. The top most microbubble had a diameter of 4 

µm and the other three microbubbles had diameters ranging from 6-9 µm. The single 

microbubble attached to the cell in Figure 4.1d had a 3 µm diameter. It is probable that 

the 2.25 MHz ultrasound frequency really only resonated with the smaller 

microbubbles in each case. Free microbubbles on the 6-9 µm diameter range were 

observed to aggregate when exposed to the focused ultrasound due to secondary 

Bjerknes forces[113] rather than cavitate[114]. The free microbubbles with smaller 

diameters were observed to cavitate rather than aggregate due resonance oscillations 

that were created by interacting with the 2.25 MHz frequency. It is unlikely that the 
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three larger microbubbles in Figure 4.1h cavitated when exposed to the ultrasound and 

may have instead been destroyed by the cavitation shockwave produced by the smaller 

microbubble at the top of the cell. Further evidence that the larger microbubbles did 

not cavitate comes from the continued adherence of a fluorescent liposomes pointed 

out by the arrow in Figure 4.1f and 4.1g. If that right most microbubble had cavitated 

then this liposome should have been removed, as well as the fainter ones located to the 

right. Instead those liposomes remained intact indicating that microbubble did not 

cavitate. What is shown in Figure 4.1h is really the blast radius from the smaller 

microbubble without significant contribution from the three larger microbubbles. The 

blue circle defining the blast region was not centered at the smaller microbubble 

because only the effect on the cell itself is measurable, but presumably the 

shockwaves radiates out in a nearly spherical manner on a radial distance scale of at 

least 100 µm [115]. If the circle is centered at the top most smaller microbubble the 

effective blast radius of the smaller microbubble at he top of the cell increases to 55 

µm. 

 

Conclusions 

The extent of the disruption of the cell membranes as defined by the removal 

of adhered liposomes to the cell surface has been documented here for the first time. 

The case of a single microbubble attached to a single cell and the case of multiple 

microbubbles of different sizes on a single cell have been documented. The cell with 

multiple microbubbles most likely had cavitation influence from just the smaller 

microbubble at the top due to resonance effects between the 2.25 MHZ driving 
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ultrasound. The larger sized microbubbles were shown to aggregate under these 

conditions rather than cavitate. This means that in both cases the main affect on the 

cells was from cavitation of a single microbubble, the extent of which was about 24-26 

µm away from the microbubble itself. This can mean that up to half of an average 

HUVEC cell surface would be affected by a single cavitation event, not just small 

regions of the membranes where the sonoporation holes are generated. This has 

implications for both the delivery of genes in the field of transfection and for the effect 

on endothelia cells in vivo for drug delivery applications. Ideally the effect on the 

entire membrane would be kept to a minimum so the cells can maintain normal 

function. 
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Abstract 

The recent rapid development in the field of ultrasound triggered drug delivery 

makes it essential to study the real-time interaction between live cells and delivery 

vehicles when exposed to focused ultrasound. This information has not previously 

been obtainable due to limitations in the optical systems used to perform basic physics 

on microbubble interaction with ultrasound and systems used to document basic 

interaction between microbubbles and cells. Here an instrument is described which for 

the first time combines fluorescent imagining, high speed videography, and focused 

ultrasound with designable pulse sequences in a manner that allows for real time 

observations of live adherent cells. This information allows the chemical and physical 

properties of the drug delivery vehicle to be tailor designed along with the ultrasound 

pulse sequences to interact with specific cell types to cause the most efficient drug 

delivery. 

 

Introduction 

Ultrasound triggered drug delivery promises to specifically deliver drugs to 

desired locations at desired times in the body. Ultrasound focused to the targeted 

tissue region interacts directly with systemically circulating echogenic drug delivery 

vehicles designed to release payload only in the ultrasound focal region. This can 

avoid unnecessary and potentially dangerous payload release in healthy tissue. 

Unfortunately, the development of new prototype echogenic delivery vehicles has 

been hampered because the real time cellular level impact of individual delivery 
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vehicles during insonation has been difficult to image and study. Ultimately the 

success of a delivery vehicle design will depend on its interaction with live cells when 

exposed to focused ultrasound, especially its interaction with the membranes of 

vascular endothelial cells, which are the first to receive exposure.  

The new instrumentation described here was developed to study the cellular 

interaction of the echogenic drug delivery vehicles with individual live cells allowing 

real time evaluation as well as long term monitoring. This makes it possible to rapidly 

evaluate many types of vehicle designs and materials. 

The need for rapid evaluation of different delivery vehicle designs comes from 

a recent expansion in the field of ultrasound triggered drug delivery[116, 117] with the 

development of delivery vehicles based on new nested liposome designs as shown in 

chapter 3. These vehicles incorporate internal payloads consisting of echogenic 

particles and gas microbubbles along with the therapeutic drugs. These vehicles are 

injected into the circulation system of the body where they pass through healthy tissue 

without allowing drug exposure. At the diseased region, the vehicles can be triggered 

to open and release their payloads upon insonation with focused the ultrasound. Only 

the small region of desired tissue located within the focal volume of the ultrasound 

would receive a high enough intensity to trigger drug release as shown in chapter 3. 

These ultrasound focal volumes can be on the order of a few cubic millimeters in 

size[63] allowing for exquisite spatial resolution. The vehicles which are not within 

the focal volume of the ultrasound are left unaffected and will be eliminated from 

circulation through normal clearance mechanisms without exposing the healthy tissue 

to the drug payload. Reducing the exposure of healthy tissue to the active drug will 
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reduce the systemic side effects experienced by many modern medications, especially 

those from chemotherapy. To achieve these delivery properties new vehicle designs 

using different materials need to be rapidly tested and evaluated. This requires a 

specialized imaging system to quickly evaluate the interaction of these vehicles with 

the membranes of live endothelial cells.  

Previous imaging systems have been designed to understand the basic physics 

of microbubble interactions with ultrasound. These instruments have documented 

ultrasound driven microbubble oscillation at extremely high frame rates[101], acoustic 

induced lateral translations of the microbubble[118], changes to the internal structure 

of the microbubble during oscillation against a solid surface[119],  and diameter 

changes of free floating microbubbles[120, 121].  

Typically, the cellular effects of ultrasound triggered drug delivery vehicles 

have been documented by imaging a cell population before and after insonation. 

Though fluorescent tags can aid in tracking the destruction and delivery, researchers 

are often left to infer the exact occurrences during the application of ultrasound. 

Acquiring real-time information about ultrasound-particle interactions is necessary to 

provide a complete story. 

Instruments have been designed to document the interaction of microbubbles 

adjacent to cells using white light illumination[122] and the interaction of 

microbubbles internalized by free floating cells with ultrasound[120], but detailed 

studies of membrane interaction were not possible due to difficulty visualizing the 

edges of the membranes. Fluorescent systems have been designed to monitor the 

influx of cell membrane impermeant dyes into cell interiors after nearby microbubbles 
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were insonated with ultrasound [106,123]. However, only white light was used to 

visualize the cell membrane itself so the extent of the interaction and effect from the 

microbubble was not measurable. Microbubble interactions with empty liposomes has 

been documented using fluorescence[124], but live cells were not monitored. Electron 

microscopy and flow cytometry have also been used to study the effect of 

microbubbles on cell membranes[108], but these studies were conducted post 

ultrasound exposure and are not capable of giving real-time information. 

Although useful for understanding basic microbubble physics and basic 

cellular interactions, the specialized instruments described above are not designed to 

study the larger scale interactions of the delivery vehicles with the external 

membranes of large adherent endothelial cells. These adherent cells are most like the 

endothelial cells found lining the blood vessels that these drug delivery vehicles will 

first interact with. These interactions ultimately determine if the vehicle being tested 

will have useful drug delivery properties.  

One of the problems of optically imaging cell membranes and the liposome 

membranes of the delivery vehicles is that they are difficult to observe with white light 

microscopy. Phase contrast can be used to better resolve the membranes, but the 

microscope setups require special lighting from a condenser which must be only a few 

inches away and directly in line with the microscope objective. This creates a 

geometric problem because the ultrasound requires the sample to be submersed in a 

tank of water to couple the ultrasound from the generating transducer to the 

experimental sample. The tank must be large enough to prevent reflections from the 

sides that can interfere with the desired ultrasound waveform.  
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Even if phase contrast imaging was possible with these large water tanks, the 

exact boundaries of cell membranes are difficult to determine and empty liposome 

membranes are especially difficult to image. It is also difficult to obtain information 

on how the lipids might be rearranging along the surface when exposed to a 

disturbance. The exact edges of cell and liposome membranes can be more effectively 

monitored using fluorescent dyes that attach or incorporate into the membranes 

themselves. The fluorescence microscopy also allows for excitation light and 

subsequent fluorescent light to be focused and collected through the same objective, 

eliminating the need for a condenser and allowing for the use of a large water bath.  

The instrument described here has been designed to take advantage of 

fluorescent imaging and allows live adherent endothelial cells to be monitored while 

using a sensitive high speed camera to collect fluorescent images of membrane 

interactions. This allows the fragmentation of the membranes to be studied and allows 

the fluid motion that is created by microstreaming around oscillating microbubbels 

and cavitation shockwave events to be monitored. It also allows the extent of 

microbubble influence on the surface of cells to be monitored. 

 

Instrument design 

Water Tank 

A 10 gallon water tank was used to allow coupling between the ultrasound 

transducer and the submerged sample. The large size of the tank helped attenuate 

reflections of ultrasound from the sides of the tank and from the air/water interface. To 

further reduce reflections a 1-cm thick block of acoustically absorbent rubber (Aptflex 
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F28, Precision Acoustics Ltd., Dorchester, UK) was installed at the opposite end of the 

tank directly in line with the longitudinal axis of the transducer as shown in Figure 5.1. 

 

Focused Ultrasound Generation 

The ultrasound pulse sequence used to insonify the sample was generated 

using a National Instruments PCI 5412 arbitrary waveform generator board run by a 

custom designed automation program using LabVIEW 8.2. The arbitrary waveform 

generator allowed custom ultrasound pulse sequences to be designed to create 

different interactions between the microbubbles and the membranes. The ultrasound 

pulse sequence was sent to a Panametrics 2.25 MHz transducer (V305-SU) with a 2.54 

cm spherical-focus. The focal zone of the ultrasound was 1 mm3. A Panametrics BCU 

-58 - 6W waterproof connector cable was used to fully submerge the transducer under 

water. A 300 W radio frequency amplifier from Vox Technologies (VTC2057574) 

was used to amplify the signals sent to the transducer, creating acoustic intensities in 

the focal region of up to 1.6 MPa. 

 

Sound Field Quantification 

The sound field of the transducer within the tank was mapped using a 

submersible broadband needle hydrophone (HNP-0400) from Onda Corporation in 

connection with their AH - 2020-100 hydrophone pre amp (50kHz - 100 MHz, 0 +20 

db). The high level of directionality and small spatial volume allowed the needle 

hydrophone to easily find the actual 1 mm3 focal zone of the transducer so the samples 

could be directly aligned in that volume.  
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Optical System 

The microscope system was designed with two types of objectives. The first 

was the Nikon MRF07620 CFI W Flour 60X water dipping objective. This could be 

submerged 5 cm under the surface of the water to observe ultrasound interactions in 

the bulk fluid. This objective had a 2 mm working distance which was large enough to 

allow the lens to stay out of the ultrasound focal region while imaging the sample. A 

Nikon 100X oil immersion objective was also used because the oil immersion allowed 

for a greater numerical aperture to collect the light from the fluorescence more 

efficiently. This allowed high magnification videos to be collected while maintaining 

the desired high frame rates. The use of oil prevented the total submersion of the oil 

objective in water so the sample had to be located at the air/water interface. The 

ultrasound transducer orientation was changed to aim the focal zone directly at the 

sample in the vertical orientation as shown in Figure 5.1. This potentially could create 

interference patterns in the region of the sample due to reflections from the air/water 

interface, but acoustic energy was deposited in that region which had significant 

interaction with the samples. Placing the samples at the air/water interface is also a 

model for monitoring interaction with ultrasound and the delivery particles near the 

internal surface of the lungs. 

 

White Light Illumination 

 The sample could be illuminated with white light using a Ram Optical 

Instrumentation 150 Illuminator fiberoptic light source which generated the light from 
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outside the tank and directed it through the tank wall to a mirror submerged in the 

water. The mirror was adjusted to reflect the light up into the objective. The white 

light allowed the cells to be observed without the need for fluorescence and was very 

useful to find microbubbles which were not visible when using just the fluorescence.  

Independent control over the two light sources was important for viewing cell and 

liposome interactions with ultrasound simultaneously. 

 

Experimental Sample Retention 

Three different sample holders were designed to analyze ultrasound interaction 

under different conditions. Blocks of agar tissue phantoms were added to these sample 

holders to either encase them, or sit between them and the ultrasound transducer to 

better simulate acoustic conditions that would be experienced in vivo. 

The first sample holder was a custom fabricated 15 μm-deep microwell 

chamber molded in a 0.5 cm thick slab of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and covered 

on top by a glass coverslip. The PDMS is an optically clear, flexible, rubber like 

material that attenuates ultrasound but allowed a significant amount of energy through 

a 0.5 cm thickness to reach the sample contained within the well. The microwell was 

used both at the air/water interface for use with the oil immersion objective and 

completely submerged underwater for use with the water immersion objective. When 

used at the air/water interface the coverslip was positioned above the water surface 

with the PDMS slab halfway submerged in the water so as to conduct the ultrasound 

from the underwater transducer into the sample well.  
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The second sample holder design consisted of two pieces of thin clear plastic 

sheet placed on top of each other and held taught within a circular hoop support 

structure. The plastic sheets were optically clear and did not significantly attenuate the 

ultrasound energy. Holding the sheets tightly together allowed a 15 µL of sample fluid 

to spread out between the sheets thin enough to reduce background fluorescence from 

out of focus liposomes. This holder was used completely submerged underwater with 

the water dipping objective. 

The third sample holder was a 200 µm diameter micro-cellulose dialysis 

hollow fiber manufactured by Spectrum. These thin tubes were nearly both optically 

and acoustically transparent and were used completely submerged with the water 

immersion objective. The cellulose tubes were connected to syringes to inject fluid 

containing the delivery vehicles allowing them to flow through the tubes to study 

ultrasound interaction in a simulated blood vessel environment and under conditions 

of flow. The samples needed to be diluted in these situations because the background 

fluorescence from the out of focus liposomes in the tube created unfavorable signal to 

noise ratios under dense vehicle concentrations.  

These different sample holders were designed to be embedded in agar tissue 

phantoms to help better simulate the distortions and scattering that focused ultrasound 

would experience in vivo. This allowed the robustness of these ultrasound activations 

to be studied for better understanding of how these particles would interact in the vivo 

ultrasound sound field. 
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Alignment 

The sample holder, the transducer, and the needle hydrophone were mounted 

to manual XYZ directional microstages so their alignment could be precisely 

controlled. The sample holder, transducer focal volume, and focal zone of the 

microscope objective were all precisely aligned to make sure sufficient ultrasound 

energy was deposited into the observable region of the sample holder. 

 

Fluorescent Imaging 

Florescence imaging was essential to detect the fluorescently labeled liposome 

membranes. This was achieved by incorporating a Nikon J-FL EPI-Fluorescence 

attachment with the use of a Nikon GFP-3035B-NTE GFP Brightline filter cube. A 

Nikon 100W Hg arc lamp with a CHIU Technical Corp M-100T power supply 

provided the excitation light. A Nikon trinocular body tube was mounted to the top of 

the EPI-Fluorescence attachment which allowed the bionocular eye pieces to be 

installed for visual observation, as well as a Nikon 0.9x to 2.25x zoom 

CCTV/microscope adapter which allowed the field to be scanned at low power and 

then zoom in on important details. 

 

High Speed Videography 

A Photron FASTCAM 1024 PCI high speed video camera acquired the image 

sequences. The camera was fitted with a C mount adapter to interface with the top of 

the zoom CCTV/microscope adapter on the trinocular body tube. Movies of the 

fluorescent imaging could be captured at speeds of 60 – 18,000 frames per second. 
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The use of quantum dots created much brighter fluorescence than the traditional 

fluorescent dyes allowing the higher frame rates to be achieved.  

 

 

Figure 5.1 – Schematic of the optical, electrical and acoustic components of the 
system. 
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Documentation of Microbubble Interaction with Fluorescent Liposome 

Membrane  

With the fluorescent imaging it was possible to visualize the interaction of just 

the echogenic drug delivery vehicles themselves with the focused ultrasound as shown 

in Figure 5.2. The vehicle shown by the arrow consisted of a microbubble on the 

inside surrounded by a water space and a fluorescently labeled outer membrane. Here 

the ultrasound pulse sequence was designed using the arbitrary waveform generator to 

cause cavitation of the encapsulated microbubble as seen in frame 2. Frame 3 shows 

the fragmentation of that fluorescent membrane leaving the lipid debris cloud seen in 

frame 4. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 – Fluorescent image sequence showing the interaction of focused 
ultrasound with the microbubble inside the echogenic drug delivery vehicle and 
subsequent rupture of the outer membrane leaving a debris field of fluorescent lipid 
particles. 
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Documentation of Echogenic Drug Delivery Vehicle Interaction with Nearby 

Artificial Cell Membranes 

Artificial cell membranes were created to test membrane interactions under 

less violent conditions. A different ultrasound pulse sequence was designed to pop the 

microbubble rather than cavitate it. This was conducted while the echogenic vehicle 

was near the membrane surface of an artificial cell as seem in frame 1 of Figure 5.3. 

These artificial cells were also labeled with fluorescent dye to determine their exact 

edges. In frames 2-4 the outer membrane of the vehicle was popped open and slowly 

unfolded near the artificial cell causing no visible damage to its outer membrane. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 – Fluorescent image sequence of the interaction between an echogenic 
drug delivery vehicle and an artificial cell membrane.  
The ultrasound pulse sequence was designed to induce a low level rupture and 
unfolding of the vehicle’s outer membrane.  
 

 

Documentation of Echogenic Delivery Vehicle Interaction with Cell Membranes 

The interaction of the echogenic drug delivery vehicles with cell membranes of 

adherent endothelial cells was also documented as shown in Figure 5.4. Here the 

surface of the cell is covered in fluorescent liposomes which are non-echogenic and do 
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not respond to ultrasound. Only three are pointed out in the figure but the rest of the 

surface is covered with them as shown. These liposomes are biochemically targeted to 

integrins expressed on the cell surface and mark the exact edges of the cell membrane. 

When exposed to the focused ultrasound the three microbubbles cavitated sending out 

a shockwave which affected the surface of the cell by removing the attached 

liposomes. The attachment of the liposomes to the surface of the cell is particularly 

important to understand the extent of the affect from the microbubble. This allows the 

entire surface of the cell to be monitored to understand more than just whether the 

membrane has been permeabilized. This image sequence shows disturbance to the cell 

membrane only in the upper third of the cell. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 – Fluorescent and white light image sequence showing the interaction of 
microbubbles with the labeled surface of an adherent endothelial cell. 
Non-echogenic liposomes have been biochemically targeted to attach to the surface of 
the cell outlining the exact edges of the cell in fluorescence in the “Before Ultrasound” 
frame. In the “Onset” frame the ultrasound interaction shows the cavitation of the 
microbubbles and subsequent removal of adherent fluorescent liposomes from the cell 
surface due to interaction caused by the cavitation shockwave. In the “After” frame 
the fluorescent liposomes are torn from the cell membrane only in the upper third 
portion of the cell.  
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The effect of a single microbubble on the surface of an adherent cell is shown 

in Figure 5.5. Here the surface of the cell is covered with targeted non-echogenic 

liposomes which show the outline of the cell. A single microbubble is pointed out 

toward the right. The cavitation event created upon insonation with ultrasound was so 

violent that the cell was partially broken from the substrate causing a rotational 

translation of the cell. The cavitation also affected the surface of the cell membrane 

removing the non-echogenic liposomes from nearly half of the cell surface. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 – Fluorescent image sequence of the interaction between a single 
microbubble and an adherent endothelial cell.  
The cell is outlined by non-echogenic liposomes which have been biochemically 
targeted to integrin proteins present on the surface of the cell. The shockwave 
produced by the cavitation event provided enough energy to partially detach the cell 
from the glass and cause a 45 degree clockwise rotational translation as well as 
remove liposomes from the surface of nearly half the surface of the cell. 
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Documentation of Microstreaming and Fluid Flow around Microbubbles 

The fluid motion effects of a microbubble exposed to a long duration pulse of 

ultrasound are shown in Figure 5.6. The microbubble is shown as the large dark circle 

in the center of the image in frame 1. It is surrounded by non-echogenic fluorescent 

liposomes which follow streamlines of fluid motion created around the oscillating 

microbubble when exposed to ultrasound. The particle shown by the arrow in frame 1 

is tracked through frames 2-4 showing a circular flow pattern that drags particles along 

the edge of the bubble and sends them down towards the bottom of the frame away 

from the microbubble. These types of microstreaming interactions with cell surfaces 

are of great interest when considering ultrasound pulse sequence and vehicle design.  

The region over which the microbubble microstreaming occurs can be much 

larger than the microbubble itself as shown in Figure 5.7. The arrow points to a single 

microbubble which is ensnared with focused ultrasound creating a flow pattern that 

has a diameter 6 times larger than the diameter of the microbubble itself. A large 

cluster of fluorescent lipids shown in the upper portion of frame 3 are pulled into the 

vortex motion of the fluid around the microbubble as seen in frame 4. 

 

Figure 5.6 – Fluorescent image sequence of particles caught in streamlines of fluid 
motion created around the microbubble during resonation with ultrasound.  
The microbubble is shown as the dark circle in the middle of the frame. A single 
fluorescent particle is tracked by the white arrows from frame 1-4. The entire 
sequence is taken during the ensonation period of the ultrasound. 
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Figure 5.7 – Fluorescent image sequence showing microstreaming around a dark 
circular microbubble pointed out by the arrows in each frame.  
Frame 1 shows the field of non-echogenic liposomes before ultrasound application. 
Frame 2 shows the microstreaming flow field starting at the beginning of ensonation. 
The diameter of the flow field is 6 times larger than the diameter of the microbubble 
itself and can pull in larger clusters of fluorescent liposomes as seen in frames 3 and 4.  
 

Discussion 

The instrument described here for the first time combines fluorescent imaging, 

focused ultrasound, and high speed videography to study interaction of an emerging 

class of echogenic drug delivery vehicles with adherent cell membranes. The 

documentation data shown here provides invaluable knowledge on the interaction 

between the vehicle and cells membranes allowing the properties of both the 

ultrasound pulse sequence and the vehicles themselves to be developed together to 

produce the desired properties. This system provides the ability to monitor the 

interaction of these vehicles with individual live cells in real-time providing essential 

information to tailor their properties for specific interactions with desired cell and 

tissue types. 
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Thesis Conclusions 
 
 

This thesis demonstrates the feasibility of two novel drug delivery approaches 

which use external energy sources to highlight the tumor and achieve localized 

accumulation of active drug.  

The first approach used 365 nm light to activate a doxorubicin prodrug. The 

successful synthesis of the photocleavable chemotherapy prodrug was demonstrated 

and the biological effects of this class of prodrug were documented for the first time. 

The DOX-PCB prodrug showed a 200 fold decrease in cytotoxicity as compared to the 

free DOX. When exposed to light at 365 nm it was shown that the DOX-PCB 

successfully converted into pure pharmacologically active DOX. The prodrug was 

shown to be resistant to liver microsome digestion. In-vivo pharmacological studies 

did not find any detectable amounts of DOX-PCB being converted after in vivo 

injection. The DOX-PCB was shown to have a circulation half life of 10 min in mice 

which is comparable to that of DOX at 20 min. The activation of the prodrug was also 

demonstrated in an in-vivo tumor model where the tumor exposed to the 365 nm light 

showed significantly higher DOX concentration than a control tumor in the same 

individual which did not receive a light dose. 

Also demonstrated was the use of low intensity ultrasound to activate novel 

nested liposome drug delivery vehicles with incorporated microbubbles. The 

production of such liposome encapsulated microbubble structures (SHERPA) was 

demonstrated here for the first time. The interaction of these drug delivery vehicles 
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with ultrasound was documented using high speed fluorescence imaging. There were 

two main modes of ultrasound response. Exposure to high intensity ultrasound caused 

the microbubble to violently cavitate fragmenting the outer membrane. Exposure to 

lower intensity ultrasound resulted in a less violent popping of the outer membrane 

and a slow opening expansion. It was demonstrated that the activation could be 

localized to small regions within an agar tissue phantom by focusing of the ultrasound. 

Preliminary in-vitro testing showed that these SHERPA had little uptake by 

macrophages and good stability in blood of at least several hours. The SHERPA were 

loaded with water soluble free DOX. DOX-PCB could also be incorporated into the 

SHERPA using the same method, however demonstrating this directly was not 

possible due to the prohibitive cost of the DOX-PCB precursor molecules. The 

SHERPA should actually be able to retain the DOX-PCB for longer periods of time 

and at higher concentrations than the free DOX due to the DOX-PCB’s lower 

membrane permeability. 

 A custom high speed camera system which combined fluorescent microscopy 

with focused ultrasound was also developed specifically to study the interaction of the 

microbubble with the SHERPA membrane as well as nearby cellular membranes. The 

shockwave produced by the microbubble bubble cavitation event was found to affect a 

radius of 12-40 µm across the membrane of HUVEC cells. This indicates that these 

cavitation events were highly localized and would only affect a few cells in the 

immediate vicinity of the microbubble itself. 
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Thesis Future Directions 
 

Additional avenues of interest for the free DOX-PCB prodrug include 

exploring the possible effectiveness of the DOX-PCB prodrug against DOX resistant 

tumors. During a normal course of DOX treatment there is a slow die off of tumor 

cells as the DOX accumulates at sufficiently therapeutic levels over time. However, 

the slow accumulation of DOX can allow certain subpopulations of cancer cells within 

the shrinking tumor to develop resistance to the DOX due to over expression of 

cellular efflux pumps which actively pump out any DOX that passively diffuses 

in[125]. The DOX-PCB prodrug has demonstrated that the DOX portion is 

significantly inhibited due to its inability to intercalate DNA. It may be different 

enough to prevent the cellular efflux pumps from being able to attach to DOX as well. 

This would allow the DOX-PCB to build up to high levels within the cell and 

exposure to 365 nm  light would cause a burst release of DOX within the cell. The 

shear amount of DOX may momentarily overwhelm the pumps allowing the 

remaining DOX to intercalate the DNA. A suddenly high concentration of DOX might 

also be created with the SHERPA through the sonoporation mechanism. 

Additional in vivo testing with the DOX-PCB prodrug will also help 

understand the biodistribution of the activated DOX to determine how much actually 

leaves the tumor and is swept through the circulation system.  

Additional avenues of interest for the SHERPA can be focused on studying 

their payload delivery abilities. The delivery on the cellular level through possible 

sonoporation facilitation will be determined. Also, effects on the internal 
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microbubble by different ultrasound pulse sequences can be used to design a pulse that 

gives maximum microbubble cavitation effect within a population of SHERPA with 

the least amount of tissue energy deposition.  

The combination of both the DOX-PCB and the SHERPA can be studied as 

well to determine if the SHERPA cause a higher accumulation of the DOX-PCB than 

would otherwise occur with a systemic injection of free DOX-PCB. This can be very 

important to get the maximum amount of activated DOX within the tumor region 

without allowing toxic DOX accumulation in the liver or heart. 
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